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MODERN RHYMES

ROY ESTES HAPPY

HAPPY LITTLE GIRL

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
American Legion Organizing Mother Goose Is Brought Up Local Christmas Tree Mag- Alice May Dolham Admitted
Subscriptions (3 00 per year payable ln
advance; single copies three cents
Its Patrol Forces To a Very
To Date By Clever Gulf
nate, Did Thriving Busi
Advertising rates baaed upon circula
m
tion a id very reasonable
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Worthy End
Ad Man
ness
On
Sales
Trip
The Rockland Oasette was established
In IMS In 1874 the Courier was estab
Unsung deeds of kindness are fre-'
lished and consolidated with the Oasette
Oeorgie Porgle. Little Boy Blue and
At a meeting of the chiefs and
It's quite a far cry to Christmas.
In 188? The Free Press wu established
Tom,
and
the
Piper's
Son
have
grown
in lets and In U’1 changed Its name to other
but a busy Rockland man who fur- j fluently performed ln this city, one of
representatives of Legion
the Tribune These papers consolidated
March 17 l«rt
Patrols from five of the American up to be oil salesmen. And the de- nlshes Christmas trees on a large , the most recent being the sending of

SpringfieH

THREE CENTS A COPY

Volume 90.................... Number 122.

CANDIDATE FOR MAYOR

Iss P al * ^oseP^ Dondis, Well Known Theatrical Manager,
Seeks Republican Nomination

TALK OF THE TOWN
The county commissioners were at
Camden yesterday for a road hearing.

An Esco-Frlgldaire milk cooler has
been installed at Charles W. Blackinton's dairy farm by the McLoon
Sales Si Service.

The second devoted to the theatrical business. He
^<ar'S OtKe fam°“s' scale has been on the Job for some a little girl to the Shriners' HosplRockland
cit built Strand Theatre and ran It In
for her tasty tarts, now steps on the'
The trotting horse Zimrl, which
izen to for dependently until it was leased by
tal in Springfield. Mass where she Is
Maine that have such units organ gas and makes quick starts In a series UtUe tlmetook part ln the Union races last
Pray for a short memory as to
mally an the M. & P. Theatres Corporation,
ised and trained for emergency ser of modem Mother Oocse Jingles ap- J Roy Estes ls the man and he Is Just now receiving expert treatment for an
all unklndneas —Charles Haddon
month, stumbled in one of the heats
nounce him with Mr. Dondis retained in the I at Topsham Fair and broke an ankle.
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vice. held at the James Fitzgerald
self as a can- capacity of manager. The public 1 The animal had to be shot. Phil
Post home In Augusta Sunday, High- [ oth<‘r daY beginning the week of Oc-1 course of which he placed large
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mayor Is Jo capacity ls well known. He has not broken leg and a slight concussion.
ROCKLAND LIONS
1
1 Written by a whimsical copy writer
I munity service objective for the' in Gulf Refining Company's adver setts, Pennsylvania, New York. New, Dolham. who occupy rooms over the
seph Dondis, only succeeded In procuring for the
owner and theatre a service equivalent to that
Welcome Warden Johnson ' coming year.
tising department, the up-to-date Jersey. Ohio. Illinois and Missouri. ( Home Methods Bakery.
The Rockland Shells were defeated
manager of rendered the much larger cities, but
To
13 to 0 by the Atlantic Casinos of
To Membership
Membershi] __ To Cele-1 In order that lhe Pa,rols may ** nuriery rhymes are aimed to remind1 The volume of business which he ' Her benefactor, who desires to re
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Strand TheI Identified uniformly throughout the motorist* of the necessity for dlscard- did was far ahead of last year, and main In the background, hut who is
Bangor In their smel-pro football
brate Birthday
atre who told a Oourler-Oazette re sal of benefit entertainments and en game at Brewer last Sunday. All of
j State. the name Legion Police Unit ** last
™>'°r
he said that ieemi d to reflect general a leading member of the Knox County
terprises
of
a
civic
character.
porter yesterday that he ls definitely
the scoring was done ln the first
Edward P. (Tedi Johnson, the new ( was adopted, $nd will be coupled
n r
‘ business conditions in the localities
Mr. Dondis ls a member of the Bos
Bai. espied the child on the street seeking the Republican nomination,
warden of the State Prison, was j with the name of the Legion post The brief and breezy Jingles with visited. He chanced to be ln St. Louis one day. and his sympathies were on the strength of suggestions that ton Friars Club, an exclusive organl- quarter, after which the Bungoreans
had nothing on the pigskin warriors
guest speaker at the weekly luncheoq sponsoring such units. *
J amusing illustrations avoid the tech- during the national convention of aroused by her lameness. He In have been made to him. accompanied 1 station, open to theatrical owners, from Rockland.
Lester W. Watson of Ralph D. nical details—the reasons why oil the American Legion, and says that quired her name, and the names and by promises of substantial support, managers and executives
of the Rockland Lions Club yesterday
Mr. Dondis Is 49 years of age, and
For the present. Mr. Dondis offers a
Caldwell
post of Portland was named should be changed with the changing the 200.000 visitors made it a very
and the members experienced much
Maine osteopaths, to the number of
residence of her parents. An Inter has been a resident of Rockland 31 brief platform—a straight business
chairman of the police committee, searon. Evidently It ls assumed that busy burg. Maine was well represent
75, held a two-day convention ln
satisfaction with his announcement
view'
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and
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years. The last 12 years have been I administration surd no promises.
and Oscar E. Wishman of Winslow- the average motorist knows that sum- ed among the 10.000 marchers ln the
Bangor, with a banquet at the Penob
that he had • been rtieked for 10 Holbrook post Rockland was named mer oils will not flow properly when
big parade, and got a big hand all attorney found them very grateful
scot Exchange as the climax. Among
bucks," and was an applicant for chairman of the'highway commit- cold; that bearings may be damaged: along the line. The Hawaiian Islands, when he expressed the belief that he
| thy Parker of Rockland. Milford
EDUCATION'S DAY
those who took part ln the program
membership.
_____
tee. It was planned to hold further pistons and cylinder walls scored | Philippines France and other foreign could gain an entrance for the girl In
' Payson of Camden, Principal Joseph
was
Dr. Pettapiece of Camden, who
the Shriners' Hospital.
"I came to the prl/on with a feeling schools of Instruction during the when oil Is sluggish. In hard summer countries were represented
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sen for I was told that I would And
Vinalhaven New President man. In the elementary session, Miss
a different type of prisoners than I mander of the Maine Department of carbon, road dust and grit, and Is ln Northern Maine, New Brunswick the child's condition was such that
Among the 25 special Jurors drawn
-------1 Bertha Palmer, Director of Alcohol
hsd been accustomed to as keeper of American Legion presided as tem- ready to sludge up when It gets a and Nova Scotia, with shipments to he believed she would be benefited by
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treatment.
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It should be remembered that all of
dicted on the charge of a liquor smug
the prisoners at Thomaston come Sprague, acting chief of the James Mother Ooose Is warning motorists New York was made via Transconti surgeons who came from the Shriners' at Rockland High School Tuesday Alcohol Education. Other speakers
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At the morning session community j
Sa?'7. 01 Warren'
Havener of Rockland and Chester B.
tance of 750 miles was made in three little girl was taken to Springfield by
summer oil.
“I was greeted verv cordially by acted as secretary.
singing was led bv Harri/on C. Lyaeth Supt Frank Rowe of Warren, Miss Hall of Warren. The trial begins
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Winter
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a
premium
Relief Nichols of Rockland and Miss
Warden Raymond E Thurston who
of Augusta, agent for Secondary Edu
Oct. 28, ln U. 8. District Court at Port
extended to me every possible Eddy. Lester W Watson. Henry C. quality oil refined under the Gulf cial plane, traveling at a height of turn that she was delighted with her cation. with Mrs. Marlon Marsh Mary Browne of Rockland.
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all
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D
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feet,
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and
The convention was favored by Oc land.
courtesy and the same Is true of fora
Clark of Rockport at the piano.
mer Deputy Warden George C Hop well Post. No. 129 of Portland; Os- precess sells at the popular price ln contained every convenience of a which she was being treated by every Prayer was offered by Rev Corwin tobar's most famous brand of
Tlie old Fales store at the corner
pullman train. From New York to body. Mr Dolham ls an employe of
weather; the attendance was large;
kins. I have visited many prisons car E Wishman and F J. McDon- sealed tins or bulk —adv.
H. Olds of Rockland.
Boston the trip was madp by means the Camden and Rockland Water Co.
and it was all ln all a day of educa- of Main and Park streets ls being fit
and have found this one well kept ln nell of the Winslow -Holbrook post
Tire usual business session was held
BOND ISSUE AUTHORIZED
of the American Airways in one hour and it was through the kindness of with President Carleton Wood of tlona P™ 11
ted up for a market which will be oc
excellent condition, and with the In No. 1 of Rockland; Harry L. Porter
and 27 minutes, all of which proves Supt A. F McAlary that motor
cupied by a new corporation known
dustries so well up to the peak, that of the Anderson-Mayberry post No.
Camden
presiding.
Frederick
F.
you would scarcely believe the work 01; Carl W Chaple of the Williams- By «***••*•» of ( cntrxI Matoe; i the efficiency of airplane travel today transportation was furnished for the Richards of Camden Mrs. Florence
"CULLY'S" NEW BOOK as the Public Poods Store. Inc.
To Redeem First and General
three members of the family.
Frank L. Steeves of Bath ls president,
was bring done by convicts. The in Brasier post No. 37; Captain Franx
1 Oardiner of Thomaston and John R
Mortage Bonds
Alice was a pupil In one of RockJ. B Cross of Rockland is treasurer,
of Preferred Stock now held ln the
dustries have been carried on most B. Sprague. Emery O. Beane. Cap
Popular
News
Broadcaster
Durrell of Rockland were appointed
and Is continuing
and these two officers, with Burton
efflclantly.”
tain Joseph F. Young. Jr., and WU- ! Stockholders of Central Maine treasury of the company. Stock land s sixth grades,
, _ . _
as a nominating committee OrectOn \\ EF.I Produces *'0f W. Saunders of Bath constitute the
“ _•
_
Warden Johnson spoke of his ad Ham E. King of the James Fltz-|
holders also ratified the action of her studies In Springfield, with the
ings from the State Department were
Power Company, at a special meet
All Places!”
board of directors. The capital stock
miration of Rockland and the fine gerald post No. 2; Walter J. Bren
the directors In merging and con best wishes of her playmates.
extended by Dr. Bertram E Packard
ing Monday, authorized the Issue of
Is $10,000; common stock. $5000.
welcome accorded here to the Stale nan. safety engineer of the Maine
solidating with Central Maine Pow
Commissioner of Education.
$25,500,000 In principal amount of
Howell Cullinan's new book “Of
convention of the American Legion Department of Labor; R. C. Ship- ^”7”^ morgage bonds of the er Company, the Androscoggin Elec
THE SLOT MACHINES
Dr. Sidney B. Hall. State Superin
“It, was perhap/ a better convention ley. of the National Bureau of Cas- comp<nj. gnd the
All Place*I" make* good the advance
Pure water , flowing from an
of the pr0. tric Corporation and five smaller
tendent of Public Instruction. Rich
than we have had In any other city." ualty and Surety Underwriters, and cefd(. of (he lssue t0 caI1 ,or re. subsidiaries.
County Officials Tell the Ille mond. Va, had for his rubject "Edu statement that it would be better artesian well, sunk to a depth of 120
he concluded
feet, supplies the cottage of Munici
C. Earle Ludwlck. sheriff of Knox demption
the flrst and general
gal Operators What They cation for tlie Democracy of Tontor- than the famous broadcaster's first pal Court Recorder Ensign Otis at
With the directors was left the county. Rockland.
I
row.
”
He
stated
that
we
are
Uvlng
BANK
NIGHT
SCORED
publication, 'Pardon My Accent."
mortgage bonds of the company now
matter of celebrating the Rockland
Coopers. The flow is at the rate of
May Expect
Speakers included Mr Brennan.
I in a serious period of civilization and Knox County readers will not fall to
Definite determinaLions Club s eighth birthday Nov 12 Mr Shipley and Mr. Ludwlck. and outstanding
15 gallons a minute, a quantity more
changing conditions
tion as to the new issue and the call Huge
I hrong Surrounded . A group of men who handle slot. we mustt think of...
The attendance and membership
not that the three-colored Jacket than sufficient to answer the purpose
Mr Watson contributed suggestions of the
gnd genera, Mortgage
Park
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broaden
from
year
to
contest wtU begin at the next meet during the open discussion
of the family. Nobody feels better
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.
_ .year. The most education must be
Alton Hall Black
bonds was left to the directors.
ing.
ed Mrs. Oscar Young
e ran
ury rootn a
*
r provided for these who need It most 1 ln8l0|i. a former Rockland boy who satisfied with this result than Mr,
Representatives of the Portland
Official stated that the refunding
____
House, in response to a notification j
Chet Black will be editor In chief
Rider, the well digger, who bored to
and Rockland units stated that their of the first and general mortgage
"Bank Night" came into its own sent out by County Attorney J. C j In the future America will be more ( has prospered in a big way as a news- a depth of 70 feet ln another locality
of the next Lions Bulletin.
organizations had the full coopera bonds will result ln a cash saving,
uniform and more homogeneous, paper man. a news photographer and
at Park Theatre last evening with a Burrows and 8heriff C. Earle LudState Laws as to game and fur
without achieving his purpose.
tion of the organized police depart- due to decreased Interest payments,
Education will keep them young. a lecturer in the New England
bearing animals were distributed by
complete sell out at 6 o'clock and a wick
1 ments In their cities. The Augusta of approximately $98,000 annually. huge throng filling Park street, pracmetropolis.
County Attorney Burrows read the I ^vinS with
f<)' others produces
Repreentatlve Albert Elliot.
Don't forget Donation Week at
unit was organized last winter with
The Jacket promises interesting
Stockholders authorized reduction tlcally eliminating free traffic by 8 30 statutes and told of the stand taken I,he fulleat Ufe of oneself
Knox Hospital this week and next.
1 a full corps commanded by a captain
not ,al1 lf
15 prepared things, even before the book is opened,
ln the capital stock of the company In order to give this overflow a by Attorney Oeneral Chapman who
A word to the farmers when gather
ic ruirm i t txvrl
j and two lieutenants. Special identi- through retirement of 2.885 shares chance to participate in Bank Night had made it quite plain to the offl- I and
and 13
Permit,cd to /4zx
do liar
her sflufvv
duty ••
and they're all there. The book takes
ing squash, pumkins, turnips, pars
1 tying badges have been awarded
! tickets were sold in advance for the rials that they must enforce the laws
Dr A J Stoddard, superintendent its title from a remark made by Mrs.
nips, and other fall vegetables, as
! and the unit has been trained for
; second .show, it bring necessary of on gambling devices or take their of Providence spoke of the sharp con Cullinan when she found that her
well as apples, to set aside a quantity
emergency service. The unit of the
course for the winner of the contest chance of being removed. Because lrast between the education of for— missing four-year-old son had turned
SAVE FUEL
to be brought to the Hospital. This
James Fitzgerald post was sanction
to hold a paid admission ticket to the of the desire to see that the owners ' mer Umes and that ot
present up in a Chinatown police station. Of
means the housewife, too, when mak
36-P«f« ed by Mayor Frederick O. Payne and BAKE QUICKLY
theatre.
got an even break this meeting was da^ He stressed the adapting of the all places, indeed!
ing Jellies and jams, pickles and
Put in your kitchen one of the new
by 8heriff Willis B. Crosby?
The $100 major prize was not called. It was stated that complaints 1 l;bool to the changes of modern
That Howell Cullinan should be
relishes.
Remember the quantity does
None of the Maine units has as
awarded as the name of F. L. Spear. 6 had already been received.
times In its rapidity. There are three come a wanderer at the age of 4 was
not have to be large, many small
yet been called upon to function, but
Bay View street, Camden, was called 1 The owners and operators of the mistaken concepts ln the idea of pro- prophetic of the roving years which
donations make a sizeable sum total.
ln the several communities where
of the
but he was not present. This amount machines plainly did not feel that j 8ress*'e education. It does not mean followed. The book tells of his col
they are organized they form a
will be held for next Wednesday they were being used right by the '
the child shall express himself lege days, of his newspaper work and All such donations are put to the
best and most economical use at the
valuable reserve of trained and
night and Master of Ceremonie* State, which has taken $30,000 in at anV tin,e tn any way that he wants hls visits to unusual places, culminat
I Adults Only disciplined men under their own
Hospital, and If there ls any ques
Dowling made a popular announce- license fees, and now wants to predo' cor does It mean that he shall ing in a voyage around the world on
tion as to the appreciation. Just have
Gef Yours Noir I command. In their newly adopted
ment in stating that a $25 bank ac- vent the machines from being played, be free at all times to do as he Uncle Sam's warships, as a passenger.
a talk with Miss Ellen Daly, super
program for highway safety they
count for the current night would be
“If that is not a 'racket' I don't wishes. Finally there Is no absence Those who read Mr. Cullinan's arti
intendent.
of
formal
curriculum
but
merely
a
may be able to perform a needed
cles In the Boston Sunday Globe
awarded, names being selected until know what is," declared one owner.
community service.
“Any game from which you expect different interpretation put upon the during that memorable world cruise,
somebody in the audience was chosen
It will please the local boxing fans
I Mrs. Walter Kimball. 9 High street to make a gain Is a gambling device," word "curriculum." It does, however. know how well he took advantage of
to know tbat Matchmaker Hamlin
In Hardestys Peerless Flour, you
j was the first name called, with no said Sheriff Ludwick. “We have tried mean that the child shall be regarded his opportunity to write some strik
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
has advanced Ponzi Cochran to the
J response. Then the name of Mrs to be fair with you. and hope you will 35 a child and treated as such, allow- ing newspaper articles.
123-123 secure the utmost in value for every
main bout and that the rugged
cent expended—adv.
O car Young of Cushing brought that take the Illegal machines out. If you ing him certain rights that are his by
Incidents connected with his varied Thomaston boy will meet Frisco Dix
right
ot
birth.
It
also
means
that
1 smiling young matron to the stage do not, we shall have to."
career are set forth in fascinating se at the Rockland Athletic Club. Oct.
the curriculum must not be limited to quence, and many readers will not be
' amid great applause to receive the $25
18 Dix Is the man who was to have
Just the course of study ln the apt to lay the book aside until its 248
1 Next Wednesday night's first call will
BODY FOUND ON ROCKS
met Ponzi at the last boxing exhibi
jbe for $100 and if nobody responds,
schools but must also embrace the pages have been absorbed.
tion. He has heard what Hamlin
The body of Oardner Green, 60. of many outside activities which go to
that sum will be continued and a $25
The appearance of “Cully's" book is said about his feet being cold, and he
Deer Isle, captain of the yacht Blue- make up a child's life. Education to timely, in that it Immediately sug
The best range that ran be made. award made
writes to the matchmaker that he
The awards will be called at 8.30 j jack, was found on- the rocks near the day must be adjusted to the plan of gests the advisability of purchasing
Trade In Your Old Range
doesn't
want a nickel if he can't put
sharp. Last night's show closed at Corinthian Yacht Club at Marble the world which la changing rapidly. an extra copy for a friend, at Christ
Cochran away in four rounds. Under
head,
Mass,
Tuesday.
At
the
general
afternoon
session
8.15, necessitating a delay which
Priced from
up
mas time.
such circumstances it will be Inter
Death was «believed due to acci- music was furnished by the Rockland
seemed lengthy to the audience but
esting to see whether he gets the
ich week if you
ye wish more so to one of the judges who was 1 dental drowning. The Bluejack is High School Orchestra, under the
Pay only $1.00 each
nickel or not. Rookie Wright and Al
TOOK
TO
THE
WOODS
I struggling to get through motor owned by Arthur Vesey of Boston direction of Harold Libby. These
Wilson are matched In the first semi
and
Marblehead.
officers
were
elected:
traffic and the dense crowd. Next
Ludwig Volderlck. who escaped final. It will also interest local fans
ROCKLAND, ME.
week's entertainment will be timed
PresldenU-Supt. E. A Smalley of from the State Prison farm in 1930.
to know that the fights thus far this
llltf to close at 8.28.
Hold Everything! Here Comet
Vinalhaven.
and who also committed a criminal season have netted the V.F.W. $129
Vice President—Principal Horace offense while out on parole, which re
toward entertaining the State Con
Maxey of Warren.
sulted in his return to the Prison, vention next June.
Secretary-Treasurer — Miss Kath made another getaway this week in
erine A. Veazie of Rockland.
the vicinity -ot Winthrop while with YOUR FAVORITE POEM
AND
The stationery sensation of the season. It’s new—it's smart and it’s
Delegate to N. E. A—Supt. E. L. a truck crew on delivery duty. He
Toner of Rockland.
specialty priced for
It I had to live mr lllf again I would
was committed from Penobscot Coun
made a rule to read some poetry
Alternate to N. E. A—Principal ty on a breaking and entering con have
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12
and liaten to aome music at least once
October Only!
NOVELTIES
a week The lose of these taatea le a loea
PEP
William Thomas of Union.
SPECIALTIES
viction. having previously served on ot
happiness.—Charles Darwin.
122-123
Delegates to M. T. A—Supt. E. A. another charge.
VIA
A WET SHEET AND A FLOWING SEA
Smalley, Vinalhaven; Supt. Charles
Postage
100 DOUBLE SHEETS
A wet sheet and a flowing sea.
E. Lord, Camden; Supt. E. L. Toner,
A harvest ball will be the order of
A wind that follows fast
Rockland; Supt. F. L. S. Morse, St. the night at Breezemere Saturday.
And fills the white and rustling salt
10c
Extra
100 ENVELOPES
And bends the gallant mast:
Oeorge; Supt. Frank Rowe, Warren;
STEAMSHIP LINES
And bends the gallant mast, tny boys.
While like the eagle free
Harlan Bragdon, St. George; Mrs.
Speaking
of
coincidences:
Rock

Three sailings weekly to Boston,
Away the good ship files, and leaves
With the swanky Streamline band In Light Green, Blue or Orchid
Old England on the lee.
Tuesday, Thursday, Sunday, Leave Maud Comins, Rockland and Miss land, Mass., also has a real estate
on Large Baronial Sheets and on Pointed Flaps of Envelopes.
agent named Robert Collins.
Rockland 8.00 P. M., due Boston 7 Mary Bird, Rockland
O for a soft and gentle wtndl
I heard a fair one cry:
.4. M., next day. Three sailings week
Alternates to M. T. A—Principal
Jerry Sansom and his
Name and Address In Black. Bine or Violet Ink. Fine quality White
But give to me the snoring breeae
ly to Bangor, Tuesday, Thursday, Horace Maxey. Warren; Miss Nettie
Men's
suits,
29
cents;
ladies'
oneAnd
white waves heaving high;
Ten Georgia Bluejackets
Vellum paper.
Saturday. Leave Rockland 4.30 A. M.,
And white waves heaving high, my
lads.
due Bangor 10.15 A. M. Staterooms Knight, Camden; Harold Libby. piece dresses, plain, 19 cents very
On sale for October only—$1 a box! Buy now for gifts and for
The good ship tight and free—
SATURDAY NIGHT
Rockland; Mrs.
Martha Carter, thoroughly dry cleansed and pressed
as low as $1.50, good for two people.
The world of waters ls our home.
future use.
Audrey Wamo and her
And merry men are we.
Last passenger sailing of the season, Thomaston; Miss Elsie Lane, Rock at The People’s Laundry, 17 Limeto Boston, Oct. 20, and to Bangor, port; Charles Orant, Friendship; rock street, Rockland, Tel. 170. Free
Also many other styles to choose from. Come and sec them
Royal Knights
There's tempest ln yon horned moon.
Oct. 19.
Lloyd Rhodes, Rcckiand and Colby delivery service.—adv.
And lightning ln yon cloud;
(an all colored attraction)
But hark the music, mariners.
Wood, Thomaston.
For reservations apply
The wind la piping loud;
The wind ls piping loud, my boys.
ADMISSION 40 CENTS
The department sessions were held
In Hardestys Peerless Flour, you
ROCKLAND WHARF, Tel. Rockland
The lightning flashes free—
Come Earlv—Free Refreshments to
140
at the close of the general sessions. secure the utmost in value for every
While the hollow 01k our palace Is,
ROCKLAND, ME.
The First Fifty
Our heritage the see.
Secondary speakers were Miss Doro- cent expended —adv.
—Allan Cubblagbag^
Legfon posts of the Department of

FREE?

Radio
Atlas

GLENWOOD
RANGES

I WORLD!

'

mi PHILCO

House-Sherman, Inc.

$59

Burpee Furniture Co.

RYTEX STREAMLINE

GRAND HARVEST BALL
AT BREEZEMERE

BOSTON

BANGOR

1

OCEAN VIEW BALLROOM
DANCING TONIGHT
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LUCIEN K. GREEN

Embarks Upon Another Sea

Sanctify yourselves therefore, and
be ye holy.—Lev. 20:7.

son VUith a Fine Set Of

Furrier

Programs
CONSULTING THE STARS

If you are a watcher of the skies
In these present autumnal evenings
ycu are encountering some special
occa ons of enjoyment.
Venus,
Juplitr and Mars have been busy with
us and now Saturn makes himself
strikingly prominent Kll through the
night. The Milky Way Is clearly visible
en a smooth moonless night, stretch
ing from Cassiopeia through Oephus.
Cygnu;, Aqutla, Serpens Cauda
Scutum Sagittarius and Scorpio
to the southern horizon. The astro
nomical editor, out of the official
sources, could rain down upon his
renders much other Information of
scientific character; but this is not
necessary to the enjoyment of the
average citizen, who takes his stars
upon faith and returns thanks for
their spectacular glory.
Bear me
in mind that about Oct 15 Venus
will be brightest, and continue to de
light with her splendor throughout
the autumn and winter months those
who are blessed with ability to get
up early in the morning.
Our personal flair for star-gazing
has to do with the softer seasons cf
the year, stretching flat upon the
turf, with gaze directed so Immedi
ately into Addison's spacious firma
ment on high as that, with no dlst ui ba nee to the vision from right or
left, you look Into his spangled
heavens, a shining frame, and are
thrilled beyond expression with the
eternal m&Jesty of them.
THE SLOT MACHINE

If the genera! movement for ban
ishing the slot machine meets with
deserved success It will furnish for
this community and other communi
ties of the State occasion for rejoic
ing. There Is no more Insidious In
strument for propagating the gamb
ling instinct than the small and out
wardly harmless implement that
figures under that familiar name
AU up and down the business streets
it finds flourishing harbor, offering
Itself not alone to the grown man
who likes io take a chance, but also
by its presence inviting the young
man and boy to indulge in Its intro
ductory courses ln gambling. The
growth of its activities that has led
to this present attack upon it repeats
a condition tha‘ has often been en
countered in the past. What with its
pari-mutuel and its slot machines old
rezk-ribbed Maine has been slipping

DISEASE IX THE WAR
Whether the Italian prediction that
It will fight the war to Its conclusion
ln six weeks remains to be demon
strated. The news that gets over to
us discloses a steady advance upon
the weaker nation, but there appear
to be phases of the conflict yet to be
encountered, with which health con
ditions haw much to do. Death and
disease are No. 1 enemies along the
battle lines, according to consular
reports to the U. S Public health
service, listing epidemics of typhus
fever, smallpox and other conditions
of serious character familiar to the
Ethiopian people and in the severest
eenae devastating to the Italian. The
invader may succeed in forcing to a
flnl-h the detaU of wholesale slaugh
ter, but when he comes to reckon with
the enginery of disease it looks as
though the story would be long drawn
out.
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Oen Knox Chapter D.AR of
Thcmaston, entered upon its 37th
year. Monday
It Offers for the
balance of the season these pro
grams:
Nov 4 Hostesses Mrs Hazel M
Anzalone. Mrs. Layinia O Elliot.
Miss Edith A Lenfest. President
Generals Message. Report of Field
Day. Paper. Belter Films Dues pay
able at this meeting.
Dec 2 Hostesses. Mrs Annie D
Willey. Mrs Eliza W Walker. Mrs.
Clara M. Williams. President Gen
eral's Message Paper Colonial Fur
niture. Gifts for Opportunity Farm
Jan. 6. Hostesses Mrs Ruth R
Brarkett. Mrs Harriet P Whitney
Miss Harriet R Williams Evening
meeting. President Oeneral's Mes
sage. Paper. Heraldry and Cvats-ofArms Roll Call. Questions concern
ing Current Events.
That one step over our thmhold
.. . to see ail (he difference in the 1 IM*. 3 —Hostesses. Mis Effie J.
Seavey. Mrs Mary W. Overlock Mrs
world in o’coaU and o'coat values.
C. A. Creighton. President General's
You're looking for one roat . . .
Message Election of Delegates to
we're looking for hundred* of men
the State Conference and Continental
like you.
Congress. Paper. Oen. Peleg Wads
worth
You have a certain rotor and a
March 2 Hostesses Mrs Lilia B
particular model in mind . . . and
Elliot Mrs Katherine C. Derry. Mrs.
we have lhat identical garment in
Mana R Copeland President Gen
erals Message Paper. Dress cf a
stork.
Revolutionary Belle, compared with
that of today.
You want to keep the coat down to
April 6. Hostesses. Mrs Cora V.
where it belongs. Good. That's
Currier. Mrs Abbie S Montgomery'.
another reason why you belong
Mrs Emily W Stevens. President
here where the price never comes
Oeneral's Message Report of State
between your idea and the realiza
Conference. Paper. China of our
tion of it
Orandmothers
May 4. Hosiers, Mrs Ella W
Gregory’* O’coals
Dunn. Mrs. Georgianna S Robinson
from $20 to $40
Mrs. Kate F. Lmnell President Gen
eral's Message
Report of Officers
Really special values this week al
and Committees. Election of Officers
$25.00 and $30.00
fcr 1936
Report of Continental
Congress
July Outing Social Committee.
New Mackinaws
Place and date to be announced.
New Blouses
The resident members of Gen
Kncx Chapter are:
New Suits
Mrs Hazel M. Anzalone. Mrs.
Blanche W Ayers Mrs. Ruth’ R
Brackett, Mrs. Lois Creighton. Mrs
Maria R Copeland. Mrs. Cora Cur
rier. Mrs. Katherine C Derry. Mrs
Ella W. Dunn. Mrs. Elizabeth P
Dunn. Miss Hattie M Dunn. Mrs
416 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND. ME.
Lavinia O. Elliot. Mrs Lilia B Elliot,
Miss Edith A. Lenfest. Mrs. Kate F.
---------------------------------------------------- Linnell. Mrs Abbie S MontgomeryMrs Carolyn Stewart, worthy ma- Mrs iada M Newcombe Mrs Mary F
tron. Mrs Thelma Stevens, associate overlock Mrs Oeorgianna S Robinmatron. and Mrs Frances Morse scn Mri Effie j seavey. Mrs. Emily
conductress, of Ooldqn Rod Chapter w Stevens Mrs. Eliza Walker. Mrs
O. E. S. with Sterling Morse as Cassandra V Washburn Mrs Harchauffeur. motored to Gardiner net P Whitnev. Mrs Annie D Willey,
Monday evening for the meeting Mrs Clara M William- Miss Harriet
conducted by
Marian Chapter r Williams. Miss Edith H Wilson.
Known as Past Orand Officers Miss Hortense B Wilson. Miss Mary
Night, all chairs were filled by past J. Watts
grand officers, with Ethel M. Hilton
The present officers of this Chap
as worthy matron. Norman H. Traf- ter arc: Regent. Mrs Hazel M. An
ton as worthy patron. Elizabeth Lib- zalone; vice regent. Mrs Lavinia G
by as associate matron and Frank Elhot; corre-pending secretary. Mrs.
Bill as associate patron. Degrees Lots H Creighton; recording secrewere conferred upon two candidates tary Mrs. Emily W. Stevens; treas
The meeting was most interesting urer. Mrs. Ella W. Dunn: historian.
and it is said to be the first time Miss Edith A Lenfest; registrar Mrs
that such an observance was held. Mary W Overlook: chaplain. Mrs.
------------------Cassandra Washburn; auditor. Mrs.
Men's suits. 29 cents; ladies' one- Lilia B Elliot; councillors—1933-1936
piece dresses, plain. 19 cents very Mrs. Katherine C'Derry. Mrs. Casthoroughly dry cleansed and pressed sandra Washburn; 1934-1937. Mrs.
at The People's Laundry 17 Lime- Effie Seavey. Miss Hortense B Wilrock street. Rockland Tel. 170 Free eon; 1935-1938. Mrs. Annie Willey,
delivery service.—adv.
Mrs. C. A. Creighton

One step... the differ

ence between won

16 SCHOOL STREET

TEL 511

ROCKLAND. ME.

i Thirty year*' experience in the market in;,
modelling and care of furs)

FINE CLOTH COATS
I have just received a shipment of wonderful
Stroock s Camel s Hair Coats in the new fall shades.

See the selection complete.

dering about one

also have a limited group of stylings in distinctive

o’coat and knowing

TWEED SPORT COATS

about them all

♦♦♦♦

GREGORY’S

AN IMPORTANT ANNIVERSARY

Fire Prevention Week, now under
observation throughout the entire
country, is an occasion that from
year to year has increasingly com
manded attention, the result of which
has been apparent in the gradual re
duction of recorded losses. It is a
matter that makes appeal to every
home, particularly in these modem
days of enlarged household equip
ment that need to be carefully supervised against any chance of accident.
The preceding issue of this paper car
ried some exceedingly practical sug
gestions from Chief Havener of the
lccal fire department, which are
SVcrmmciLI'd to the consideration
cf any readers by whom they may
have been overlooked. It is a sub
ject upon which the public cannot be
over-taught.

NEWVILLE- 25” •- >
fce-- -- -- -

Frank Montgomery 18 a patient
at Knox Hospital with a fractured
right leg. received Monday as result
of a fall.
Miss Ida Stevens has been spend
ing a few days with her sister Mrs
Raymond Watts tn Rockland .
Mr and Mrs A T. Norwood have
returned from a weeks visit in Bever
ly, Mass. with Mrs Nellie Ludden
who accompanied them home and
will remain as their guest for several!
days.
The freshman class will hold a:
social Friday evening at Olover hall i
Tlic Help One Another Circle of
King's Daughters met with Mrs Ella
Caler. Monday evening, those present
numbering 13.
Mr and Mrs Kenneth Rood.
William Bentley, and Miss Edith
ford. Conn after being guests a week
Tompkins returned Sunday to Stratof Mr and Mrs. Charles Robinson.
Mrs Charles Young. Mrs Chlsie!
Trone and Charles Trone were recent j
Portland visitors.
Recent overnight guests of Mr and
Mrs Charles Young were Mrs.|

This Week Meats Are Lower. Read This List of
Bargains Over and Prepare To Have a Feast Over
the Weekend.
BONELESS

ROASTING

lb 22c POTROAST, lb 19c

PORK,

MEATY CHICK

LEAN

Ib 16c

HAMBURG, lb 16c ROAST,
CUBED

ROUND

lb 29c

lb 29c STEAK,

STEAK,

BONELESS VEAL ROAST............................. lb
RUMP ROAST.................................................... Ib
LEAN STEWING BEEF.................................... Ib
BONED SIRLOIN STEAK............................... Ib
FACE RUMP STEAK........................................ lb
PORK CHOPS—center cuts............................. Ib
FANCY NATIVE FOWL..................................Ib
MACARONI-CHEESE LOAF........................ Ib
MINCED HAM—Sliced..................................... lb

30c
20c
18c
25c
29c
35c
30c
16c
16c

NEWLY CORNED

BONELESS BRISKET,
LEAN THICK RIB,

Lb.

19c

FRESH

POIND

Halibut Steak 25c
COUNTRY ROLL

Butter,

lb 29c

JEWEL

Comp.

2 lbs 31c

NATIVE

Potatoes
ED. DEAN’S SOUR KROUT,

pk 17c

3 lbs 25c

SPECIAL!

SPECIAL!

KELLOGG'S

H O OATS
2 pkgs 21c
BOBBY BENSON
CEREAL BOWL
FREE

Choke of Four Patterns
Doll Cut Out*
FREE

Few who write to the newzpaper realize that thirty lines will
eeeurt a hundred readers, while
half a column secures one.

SPECIAL!
FRIEND'S

SPONGE CAKES
FILL
8 OZ.
LOAF

9c

WHITE HOUSE COFFEE, lb 21c

BITTER SCOTCH CANDY
1 Ib box 21c
pkg 09c
WHF.ET TREETS,
4 cans 25c
EVAP. MILK.
2 tins 29c
CORNED BEEF.
FRIEND'S BEANS, I cans 29c
2 Ib box 17c
PRUNES,
DIAMOND MATCHES, 6 bxs 25c

GOLDEN RIPE BANANAS........................... lb 05c
MILD CHEESE................................................... lb 23c

NEW
AND

ENGLAND
TELEPHONE
TELEGRAPH
COMPANY

$9.00

Cranberries,
2
Crab Apples,
Cooking Apples,
Native Cabbage,
Native Turnip,

qts 19c
pk 29c
pk 29c
lb 02c
lb 02c

$18.00

$5.25
Most Beautiful Lamps We
Have Ever Seen
t
No. 1 Sale Price ...... S 6.00
$3.75 No. 2 Sale Price .
1.69

No. 3 Sale Prime ___ 3.75
No. *
Price ..... 5.25
No. 5 Sale Price ..... 9.M
No. C Sale Price------- 18.00

l
Xjwkia

$1.69

$6.00

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
361 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

RUMMAGE SALE
UNIVERSALIST CHURCH—9 A. M.
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12

His Health is in Your Hands
Mother. If you don't protect
your baby's health who will? It's
up to you to see that hts foods,
medicine*, comfort items and ev
erything he needs and uses are qf
the purest quality. We select our
baby requisites under the same
standards by which we select our
prescription drugs. Our training
enables us to tell you more about
baby needs than merely their low
prices.

Baby Cough Syrup 33c
J&J Baby Powder 19c
37c
77e

50c PATCHES COD LIVER ROIL
$1.00 PATCHES COD LIVER OIL
BABY WATER BOTTLES
(Mickev Mouse)
49c

Six regular 10 rent
8 OZ. NURSING BOTTLES
25c

ONE POUND ROLL HOSPITAL COTTON
75c DEXTRI MALTOSE

63c

. .........................

31c

ABBOTT’S
IIALIVER OILS* VOISTEROLS

I

DRUG STORE

WNEl

rsitcftiPTion CKUiCttTi

PHONE 178
ROCKLAND

pkg 19c

Approved by Good Housekeeping. Medical Association. Child Life
GET A PACKAGE TODAY—IT IS DELICIOUS

This Week’s Bakery

TO REACH SOMEONE
You want to
answer is all
reach a friend in
that's necessary.
QUICKLY — TELEPHONE.
Newville (or
You might have
Il takes minutes — not miles
elsewhere). But
good news or
that is fifteen —
reassurance to
twenty — twenty-five miles away,
give. Maybe it’s only a hanker
and you cannot make the trip
ing to hear again a loved one's
yourself.
voice.
S
Yet you want to talk to that
Telephone!
friend.
Reach your friends in a minute
It may be about something that
or less, with no effort at all, and
needs an active two-sided conver
say the same things in the same
sation. Or possibly time is most
way you’d say them if you were
important — a quick question and
there in person.

LAMPS

CAPSULES AND LIQUIDS

Wheat Krispies
2 pkgs 27c

CREAM OF RICE,

quet and meeting Monday evening
of the Southern Schoolmens League
at Beach Inn. Lincolnville Beach
Supper guests Tuesday at the
Baptist parsonage were Mr and Mrs
William Benn and son William. Miss
Barbara Jordan. Mrs Walter Britto.
Mrs Lillian Perry and son. Maurice,
all of Rockland
Louis A Walker of Rockland
spoke before the High school as
sembly. Monday morning, his topic,
"Life Insurance as a Vocation." This
is the first of a series of speakers on
"Vocational Outdance and Citizen
ship" to be given at the High School
throughout the school year.
Chester Wyllie. Charles Wilson.
Rev Howard A. Welch, son Howard
and Roger Teague attended the re
hearsal of the Wellington Smith
chorus jlonday evening at Crie hard
ware store.
Guests Sunday of Miss M. Grace
Walker were Mr. and Mrs Thomas
J Walker. Mrs Annie Chaney of
East Wilton. Mrs Betsey Eastman.
Mr. and Mrs Oeorge Walker. Mr
and Mrs. Robert Walker. Mrs Fred
Campbell and daughter Jean all of1
this town.
At the home of Miss Ermina
Williams at North Warren, Mr. and
Mrs Oeorge Eaton of Marlboro
Mass. Earl Moore and son Earl were
callers.
A Joint meeting of the grade and
high school teachers of Union and
Warren will be held at 1 o'clock 1
Saturday at the Warren High School
building' The speakers will be.
Principal Joseph Blalsdell of Rock-,
land, his subject." Methods of Teach-1
ing." and Miss Mildred Merrifield,
assistant at the Union High school:
who will speak on. "Russia.Mr j
Blalsdell attended Columbia sum-1
mer session the past season, and
Miss Merrifield was a summer
*
I
student at Harvard.
Mr and Mrs Martin Wilson and
daughters Virginia and Shirley of I
Worchcster. Mass, and Patricia |
Watts of Milford. Mass., spent the
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
Wilson and Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Wilson.

FALL PROMOTION SALE
THE CAMEL FAMILY

McIntosh Reds, 6 Ib 25c
3 lbs 25c
Quince,
2 bchs 25c
Celery,
Ib tin 19c
Formay,
5 lbs 25c
Cut Carrots,

10 lbs 19c
SWEET POTATOES,
SALTED DANDELIONS, BEST
QUALITY 2 lbs 35c
DO YOUR SHOPPING AT PERRY’S NEW
PARK STREET MARKET
FREE DELIVERY—TEL. 1234

PERRY’S MARKETS

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12

LEARNED TOO LATE

WHAT COMES OF
SCRUBBING FLOORS

ENAMELWARE SALE FEATURING
SIX QT. COVERE DKETTLE.. .. .. .. .. .. . 29c

AND NOW THEIR
BACKS ARE HUMPED

ONE LOT RAYON UNDIES, each ... 10c

FOR KEEPS . ..

ONE LOTLAPIES’FALL DRESSES, ea 59c

BE CAREFUL, PLEASE

OF YOURS!
The editor of our esteemed South
ern contemporary, the Atlanta (Oa.)
Statesman has been looking over the
situation as presented in the farming j
regions of the South and comes to!
these epigramatic conclusions:
We are paying the farmer to grow |
less corn because we have too much,
and we arc importing corn from other
countries at the rate of 28 million
bushels a year.
We pav him to grow less oats, yet j
we import 25 million bushels.
We par him to produce less meat,!
and Import over 100 million pounds.
Also we pay him to reduce his cot
ton crop and let the farmers of other !
lands supply his old customers.
Where do we get the money to pay
our farmer so much? We raise it
by means of a tax. of course. And
the tax is added to the price of goods.
Thus we give the farmer a dollar
for nothing and charge him a dollar |
extra for what he buys, so that the
end of the year finds him as broke it
lie was before.

’ALADDIN

Marlon Hay.tes of New York city and
Mrs Helen Barrett of Lynn. Mass
Frank D Rowe attended the ban -1

NONE SUCH MINCE MEAT................ 2 pkgs 25c
CANDIED CITRON, 1935 crop...................... lb 29c

WORKING THE FARMER

o/CENUIN

ASK FOR YOUR FREE COPY OF
THE ANIMAL COLOR BOOK
FOR CIHLDRt.V WHEN YOU
SEE THE NEW FALL DESIGNS

LADIES’ FLANNEL GOWNS, each .. 59c
BOYS’ and GIRLS’ FALL UNI0NSU1TS
suit.. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 59c

MEN’S HEAVY HOSE, pair ... 10c to 49c
ARMSTRONG’S

(sdme unusual values)

QUAKER RUGS

MEN’S HEAVY WEIGHT UNIONSUITS,
per suit.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 89c and 98c

J. B. ROBINSON
FURNITURE
CHISHOLM BLOCK.

TEL. 811

DR. CHAS. N. THURLOW
with
DR. R. L. STRATTON
Children's Work a Sneeialtv
Office Hours 8.00 to 5.30
Tel. 611-M
420 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
87-tf

TULIP BULBS, dozen ...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 40c

E, B. CROCKETT
5&10c to $1.00 STORE
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Every-Other-Day
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Chapter inspection Is the
thsught in local Masons' minds
tonight.

Opposite the
E. B. Crockett
5c tt 10c Store

MADE to ORDER
SHADES
OCR SPECIALTY

ROCKLAND, ME

UN ST.,

(Successors to P. J. Simonton Co.)

s

T w T F s
1 2 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 10 11 12
13 14 15 16 17 18 19
20 21 22 23 24 25 26
27 28 29 30 31

Quaker Net Curtains
—Home Craft Week—

r-"«
I’rty

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Oct. 12—Columbu* Day.
Oct
14— First meeting of ParentTeacher Aasoclatlon at High School.
Oct. 17—First meeting of Baptist
Men's League.
Oct 23 Bangor annual festival of
Eastern Maine Musical association
Oct 24—Camden Annual meeting ot
Knos-Llneoln Farm Bureau In Opera

House
Oct

25—aieneoee—Penobscot
View
Orange Fair
Oct 28— Examinations ln this city for
West Point ana Annapolis
Oct 31—Hallowe'en.
Nov. 1-30—Deer hunting season In
Knox County
Nov 5—Oolden Anniversary of Plea*,
ant Valley Grange
Nov 11 -Armistice Day
Nov 28—Thanksgiving Day
Nov 28-30—Bull moose hunting season
in Knox County
Dec 2—Annual fair of Ruth Mayhew
Tent. DU.V

Oolden Rod Chapter meets Friday,
with 6 o'clock supper tn charge of
Mrs Grace Rollins.

Sunshine Society will have a boiled
dinner at the Odd Fellows hall Wed-,
nesday Oct. 16.
Mrs, Orace Dougherty, bookkeeper
at the W H Glover Co.'s effice is
having her annual vacation of two
weeks.

Beach Inn at Lincolnville Beach
will probably remain open until Armis
tice Day. Patronage is holding up
exceptionally well.
John Kellenoerger desires to cx»
press to many kind and generous
friends his appreciation of the atten
tions paid him during his recent ill
ness In Knox Hospital, from which he
has been discharged, fully recovered.

Eloise Pendleton Dunn, daughter of
Mr and Mrs Lawrence Dunn of 59
Main street. Thomaston, has entered
the freshman class of Beaver College
In Jenkintown. Penn. She has chosen
the course in Business Administration
and has become an active member of
her class.
The Maine Register for 1935-36. is
sued by the Fred L. Tower Company,
has come to the editor's desk. Nobody
is likely to read all of Its 1861 pages,
and It will never rank among the ten
best sellers, but scarcely a day passe?
with any business concern when it is
not resorted to tor information whiefi
is furnished by no other publication.
In brief it is an indispensable book.

Commenting on the Japanese beetle
situation. Waterville, it is said, is the
only place where these pests have
been found ln Maine, and there inonly a small area. The control is a
difficult proposition, as the beetles
hatch In the ground, eat all kinds of
vegetation, and the spray necessary
to exterminate them is fatal to all
growth.

1

J.LjJ
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ihen see our new Quaker "Shadow Cluny ”

•M

curtains. These are "many sided” curtains.

1 t "Pk$r,T
/’f.
j* ,•
TO
xTaX
wdtrr
.l?
tj ft*

windows individuality, personality. From

within they tone down brilliant high lights

and glare without obstructing your outlook.

4; T?

They have a most practical side, too. Woven

1

of long-staple combed yarn they are as dur

able as they are beautiful. Today $2.75 pair

Senates* (Cram® Oaaa^aKj
presents the spirit of £pnrt

Rockland Encampment will hold a
Joint installation with Mt. Hcreh
Encampment of Union and Megunti
cook Encampment of Camden tomor
row night at 8 o'clock ln Rockland
Refreshments will be served after the
installation, followed by a social hcur

Sport and Casual

Each member of Pleasant Valley
Orange attending next Tuesday's
meeting is aked to preoare seme
stunt for the program, and take an
other Granger who will help with the
program. Rumors are that some
strenuous exercises are bein'; prac
ticed and lhat Sully will do a fan
dance. The topic for discussion Is
“Important Problems the Orange
must face for 1936”
A serious
thought to be considered.

fe

I'i'iT;

Viewed from the outside they give your

Grand Generalissimo Prank P
Fleming pays his official visit to
Claremont Commandery next Mon
day night. Degree work afternoon
and evening and turkey supper.

'('.(.'•.’j. 3 4- ’ •!
•St
»P;T;

v,

QUAKER “CRAFT LACE’’, FILET NET

-

AND NOVELTY NETS

Quaranteea

See our new fall range in ail weaves
at, per pair—

GOOD MOI'SEMINMG

at adcfrtnrd j*

$1.29, $1.39, $1.49, $1.98, $2.25, $2.50, $2.75

$3.25 to $5.00

Kncx Lodge. IOOF Monday night
installed/hese officer*: N O. George
C Graves; V. G.. Nestor 8 Brown:
R 8. Harry French; P. 8. C M Hav
ener; treasurer. M. V Rollins; war
den. Fiancis Jackson; conductor
Harold Davis; chaplain Jesse Carroll; R. 8. 8 . Eddie Stetson; L 8. 8 .
Albert Cables; R 8 N. O . Alan Saw
yer; LUNG.. Neil Karl: R8VO
Roy Mank; Lfl.VG.. Howard Rollins;
I G . Carroll Boardman; O O . Wal
ter Ellis The officers were installed
by DDOM. Milton Rollins and
suite assisted by O B Lovejoy as
Grand Marshal.
The Salvation Army will have as
guests this weekend Brigadier C.
Trew D.vlslonal Commander, Major
W Phillips Divisional Young People's
Secretary, and Adjutant J. Dockenderf auditor. Sunday afternoon at
2 30. Brigadier Trew will lecture on
•The Salvation Army and its work in
the State of Maine Here is an op
portunity to receive first hand in-

—I’lald Swagger ('Mb
—Sporty Halmaraaiu
—Loose-Back Swaggers
—Camels Hair
—Herringbone Tweeds
—I’lald Bark Wools
—New Shadow I’lalds
—Cossack Belled Styles
—Rich Woolens in the new
Autumn colors

Others $9.75 to $58.00

IMAGINE! AH these ex
Size* for Juniors, mimes, women

tra features at our fea

tured price
9 Plaids

CUSTOM MADE DAMASK SIDE DRAPERIES
Four outstanding numbers in six different colors, a choice of twenty-four from
which to choose. Made wide, made long, with good quality lining, made right to
give satisfaction and at the low prices of—

S2.98, $3.98 and $4.50 per pair
ASK TO SEE THEM!

DOMESTICS AND BLANKETS
Extra large, full size Bed Blankets, very lofty, twillweave, part wool, nicely bound
priced specially on the low market of several months ago at $2.98 and $3.98 pair

Full size. Part Wool Blankets, a $2.75 number, priced special for this week at
......................................................................................................................................... $1.98 per pair

COT TON BATTING! Our new line of Batts are in. Featuring a full size Quilt
ed Clean Batt at.................................. 55c. Others from................................... 10c to 89c

Prof. Marian J. Bradshaw of Ban
gor Theological Seminary, who was
heard in Rockland with much inter
est last winter. Is to be the speaker
of the evening at the first meeting
of the Congregational Club. Monday,
Oct. 21. at the Columbia Hotel. Port
land. Prof Bradshaw will have as
his subject "Wise Men of the East,"
on which he spoke in Rockland.
"The Trinity" will be the subject
of discussion at the meeting of the
Berean Class at the Congregational
church 8unday. a mixed class of
adults who are studying and dis
cussing in a systematic way the
major points of religious belief.
Everyone of adult age is Invited Carl
H. Sonntag is president and Rev.
Corwin H. Olds teacher. The meet
ings are held in the church audi
torium from 11:45 to 12:30. This
will be the first session of the class
for the season, and a large attend
ance is expected.

The Parent-Teacher Association
opens its season Monday at 7:30 at
the High School ln the form of an
Informal get-together to become
acquainted with the teachers, par
ticularly the new ones. All interested
Ruth Mayhew Tent met Monday
friends are invited to enter into the afternoon for sewing. Circle supper
jollity. There will be games of all was in charge of Mrs. Allic Black
kinds and refreshments will be ington and Mrs. Lizzie French. Beano
was played before supper. Plans
were made for the annual fair Dec.
In Hardesty? Peerless Flour, you 2, and these committees were ap
secure the utmost in value for every pointed: Aprons: Mrs. Carrie House,
chairman. Mrs. Mary Brewster. Mrs.
cent expended —adv.
Susie Karl. Mrs. Lifla Carroll, Mrs.
Special—have your car washed day Annie Aylward; coeked food. Mrs.
or night, all through October 79c. Ida Huntley, chairman. Mrs. Allic
Power washer used. Fireproof Ga Blackington. Mrs. Mina King, Mrs.
Lucy Bucklin; candy, Mrs. Carrie
rage.
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Brown. Mrs Lena Rokes; grabs. Mrs.
Men's suits, 29 cents; ladies' one- Belle Bowley; fancy work, Mrs. Eliza
piece dresses, plain, 19 cents very Plummer, chairman. Mrs. Josephine
thoroughly dry cleansed and pressed Lothrop. Mrs. Sarah Thomas; beano,
at The People's Laundry. 17 Lime- Mrs. Lizzie French. Mrs. May Cross;
rock street, Rockland, Tel. 170. Free supper, Mrs. Priscilla Smith. Mrs.
Stella McRae. Mrs. Bessie Sullivan.
delivery service.—adv.
Mrs. Lothrop read an article on
chain letters and in remarks made
by members and others. Capt. H. R.
Huntley contributed some salient
points. The next meeting will be
TENANT'S HARBOR, ME.
Oct. 21, when a comforter will be
completed in the afternoon, and
The Ver-l-best time to get that beano will be played before the sup
piping hot
per hour. Mrs. Lina Carroll and Mrs.
LOBSTER STEW
Annie Aylward will be in charge of
TOASTED
LOBSTER SANDWICHES
supper, at which there will be a
HOT HAMBURGERS
special table for members whose
CHOICE PASTRY
*
birthdays fall In September and
RUTH E. BARTER, Prop.
October.
Opposite Baseball Park

The annual Parent-Teacher As
sociation membership drive begins
this week. Again Mrs. E. L. Toner
assumes the leadership which be
speaks success. A thousand members
Is her goal.

Membership at the

modest sum of 25 cents Is open to
everyone, whether a parent or not.
Interest ln the meeting of home and
school Is the only requirement. The
money derived from membership
dues goes very largely to welfare
work In the schools, to the under
nourished and underprivileged child,
providing milk, to build health and
make school possible. Everyone is
assured that no quarter is more wise
ly spent for good.

Miriam Rebekah Lodge held in«
stallation of officers Tuesday even
ing. with Mrs. Rose Sawyer, district
deputy presidents installing ln an
able manner. These officers were
made acquainted with their new
duties by Mrs. 6awyer: Noble grand.
Mrs. Lillian Cotton; vice grand. Mrs.
Ida Huntley; recording secretary,
Mrs. Nettie Stewart; financial sec
retary. Mrs. Nina Davis; treasurer.
Miss Therese Smith. Appointed of
ficers:
Warden. Mrs. Vora Nye
Bemis;
conductor.
Mrs.
Addie
Brown; chaplain. Miss Virginia
Post; right supporter Noble Grand.
Mrs. Lina Carroll; left supporter.
Miss Florence Kaler; right supporter
Vice Grand. -Mrs. Lena Rollins; left
supporter. Mrs. Maud Cables; pianist
Mrs. Marguerite Johnson; inside
guardian. Mrs. June Bodman; out
side guardian. Mrs. 8. Helen Paladino. Harvie's Orchestra furnished
music, and other program fea
tures were vocal solos by Mrs. Vivian
Hewett, a mandolin solo by Miss
Doris Hyler, readings by -Miss
Madlene Rogers, and remarks by
various members and guests, among
whom were Rev. Hermap Winchenbaugh, Grand High Priest Luke S.
Davis, and Rev. Hubert Leach of
Thomaston. Ice cream and cake
were served in the banquet hall,
followed by dancing.

Deputy Sheriff Robert A. Webster

the past fix years There will also be
a harvest display. Musical meeting
Saturday night at 8.
Next Sunday there will be held tn
the court room at the Court House at
2 o'clock, a meeting under the auspices
cf the American Red Cross to inau
gurate the First Aid and Safety on
the Highway program and the Farm
and “Home Safety program
This
work has already been started in
Knox County and men are now being
trained in the Red Cross First Aid
course. Anyone who is interested in
this program Is Invited to attend this
meeting, which will have for speak
ers Miss Marguerite E. McQuaidc.
executive field representative of the
American Red Cross, and Mr. Kinning. first aid and life saving repre
sentative of Washington, which as
sures both an interesting and instruc
tive meeting

and Register of Probate Charles L.

Speech Readers Club meets this
afternoon. The ponderous name of
American Federation of Organiza
tions for the Hard of Hearing has
been changed to American Society I
for the Hard of Hearing, much easier j
to say and to remember. It has n
new president. Frederick N. Sjterry.
M. D.. of New Haven. Dr. Sperry is
clinical professor of oto-laryngology
at Yale University Medical School
and laryngologist in chief of the New
Haven Hospital, in addition to be
ing consultant at Grace and St Raphael's Hospitals, New Haven, and j
Meriden Hospital, Meriden.
Dr
Sperry possesses a musical car and |
was the first to introduce group,
singing as a feature of organization t
work among the hard of hearing ,
Mrs. James F. Norris, retiring presi
dent of the Eastern Zone, is succeed
ed by Emily A. Pratt, M. D., of
Albany. N. Y. 8he is supervisor ol '
“Eyes and Ears" of the Health and
Education Division of the State j
Education Department of Albany.1
and a widely known friends of hard
Cheap flour carries suspicion with of hearing children and adults. She
it. Hardesty's Peerless is not the has served in various capacities in
connection with the Albany League
cheapest, but the be?t— adv.
for the Hard of Hearing.
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SENTER CRANE’S

'J Diagonal
V Tweeds

Big Stock of

9 .Mixtures

CHILDREN’S COATS

Woven on Plaid Backs to give you
warmth without weight. Tailored
to flatter your silhouette.

3-Pc. Sets, Coat, Leggings, Hat.

Kragshires,

3-Pc. Sets, fur trim,

exclusively with
Senter Crane's

Boys' Chinchilla, sizes 2 to 5,

1.98

Girls’ Chinchilla, sizes 3 to 6,

3.95

• GINGER ROGERS
Co-starring with Fred Astaire in
Radio Picture “Tcp Hat"
wears a KRAGSIIIKE

took part A few words of timely
advice to the impatient pupil are
giving, and an interesting outline of
the early history of the dance forms
an article. Instructions stressing
the importance of praetlce arc shown,
and in a paragraph called "Person
als." appear vacation happenings of
various pupils. Tills bulletin will ap
pear each month, and will be de
voted to happenings in and about the
studio. There will be class news,
educational features, instructional
paragraphs, and other items to in
terest and educate the reader.

FIRESIDE DANCING
AT LAKEHURST
DAMARISCOTTA

Friday Night, Oct. 11

BURPEE’S
Funeral Service
AND

Funeral Parlors
Established’ 1840
Licensed Embalmera and
Attendants
John O. Stevens,
Alden Ulmer
Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews

Day or Night Telephone
450
Representatives in all large cities
ln the United States and Canada

AMBULANCE
Service Is Instantly available.
Experienced attendant* on doty.

Day and Night Telephone
450
861 MAKI 8T.

ROCKLAND, ME.

ao-tf

7.50 and

$4-98
9.50

Girls' Smart Checks, sizes 4 to 14, 4.95

Others $5.95 to $15.00

.SENTER CRANE COMPANY
Century Club, following the summer
recess, will be held Friday afternoon
at the home of the president Mrs
Mrs. C. Shirley returned Saturday
Mildren Putnam, Union street. These
to Winter HUI. Mass. after a visit
papers will be presented "Glimpses of
with Mr and Mrs. Marion Grey.:
Albert Robinson who has been em
ployed at the First National Store for
several months has employment in
Brunswick.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Davis. Mrs
Bertha Thurston of Rcckland. and
Mrs C B Davis of Vinalhaven re'■ lurned Sunday from a week's visit in
1 Boston.
The Trytohelp Club members cn[ joyed a poverty supper Monday eve
ning at the Baptist vestry, after
I which the time was spent In tacking

ROCKPORT

Veazle motored to Caterpillar Hill.
8edgwck. 8unday and in the ecurse
of an Interesting trip attended a
launching Mr. Veazle who is an
adept at amateur photography had
exceptional success on thts occasion,
even being able to get a good picture
of Bcb
The Hustlers Stamp Club held Its
first meeting Oct. 4 at the home of
Oimcnd Palmer, Jr After the busi
ness meeting conducted bv the presi
dent. David Bicknell, stamp albums
were examined and stamps ex
changed. Stamps were hidden about
the rosins for the bovs to find. David
Bicknell and Osmond Palmer. Jr.
were tied with 26 each. Harland Rol
lins copped third place with 18 and
Byron Keene found 12. David Bick
nell won the choice of stamps from
those mounted on cardboard by cor
rectly naming the countries from
which the stamps came.
The
Hustlers meet weekly.

ifi Checks

. Shakespeare's England," Mrs. Amy
' Miller and "The Forest of Arden (As
j You Like It)" Mrs. Nellie Magune.
| The roll call will be answered by quotations from Shakespeare.

FREE
36-PAGE
BOOK

a quilt.
Miss Gertrude Havener returned
Tuesday to Portsmouth. N H . after
' spending several weeks with her
grandmother. Mrs. Oertrude Havener.
Capt Lincoln Cooper left last week
for Sailors' Snug Harbor where he
j will remain indefinitely.
Mr. and Mrs. George Oliver of
1 Wakefield. Mass., arrived Tuesday for
] a few days' stay at “The Birches,"

Get Yours Now!
Indispensable (or •ni«Tin«
foreign program*! Contains beau
tiful S-color ma pa, photos and
atoriea of foreign broadcasting,
short-wave station listings, etc.
Limited supply-adults only. Get
your copy now and see tho ...

I Beauchamp avenue.
Mrs. Myran Parker of Searsport
, is visiting her daughter Mrs. Frank
Rider.
Miss Marion Upham was hostess to
the D. <fc F. Club of Rockland Moni day evening at her home on Russell
j avenue. Honors at bridge went to
Mrs. Lettie Cross. Mrs. Helena Col! tart, and Mrs. Viva Kalloch.
The first meeting of the Twentieth

PHILCO

BORN

PHILCO S10B

EUOLEY Al Broad Cove Oct 4. to Mr
and Mrs. Ernest Eugley, a ion.

$44.95

MARRIED
DOUOLA8-6TROUT At Camden, Orl 9.
bv Rev L Winfield Wltham Neal F
Douglas and Barbara L. Strout both
of Rockland

DIED
THOMAS- At
Vinalhaven.
Oct
Arthur Thomas
PACKARD—At Camden. Oct 10.
Packard, aged 82 years.
Fi
Saturday at 2 o'clock from 5 Pei
Burial in Camden
GREEN—At Marblehead, Mass O
Capt Gardner Green of Deer
aged 60 years.

WIfA PA/teg AJZ-wnrw
Aerial

~

.

Hare’s a Baby Orand that
brings in foreign etationa
with aurpriaing regularity
and volume I PLUS Police
Calls and finer reception of
atanderd and ahort-wava
Aknerican broad
casts. Beautiful
s
aatin-finiahad Mahoganyoabinat.
flanaatinnal value I

b
HR

FILL-IN AND CLIP THIS COUPON

free" radio "atlas couPoi
T„, t wosld ilka a Frw Philos Radio Ate at teWvig. lattegfathfc
aad aadazataad this doaa not pal aa oadax Uw SSfAte oUlaa8oa.

NAME--------------------------------------------------- - ------ -------------------

STREET-------------------------------------CITY----------------

CARD OF THANKS
AUTHORIZED PHILCO DEALERS
W. S. Tripp and family. Mr and Mrs
Wilbur A Fogg and Mrs Emily Nelson 442 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND. ME.
Wish to express their appreciation of
the many courtesies extended during
their recent bereavement.

Every-Other-Day
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LADY KNOX CHAPTER
REVOLUTIONARY PENSIONERS

OF

KNOX COUNTY, MAINE
By Edward Kalloch Gould, State Historian of Maine

(CHAPTER XLIU.)

Nathan Pillsbury

sum was distributed by order of Con
Nathan
Pillsbury,
of
South gress among the officers and men of
Thomaston, enlisted at Kittery. Peb. the storming part, In proportion to
11. 1777, in Capt. Samuel Derby's the pay of each; and the further
Company, 2d Massachusetts Regi sum of $1,500 was divided among the
ment. Col. John Bailey Command first five men to enter the works Con
ing, where he continued to serve un gress also ordered three medals to be
til Peb 1780, when he was discharged struck in honor of Wayne, and of
at West Point. Prom Jan. 1, 1780 Fleury and Stewart who commanded
to Peb. 12, 1780 of the above term he the two columns.
As stated before Nathan °illsbury
served in Capt. T. (Robert) Brad
ford's Co., of Col. Bailey's Regiment. took part ln this brilliant and draHe is reported to have received 1 matte attack, so graphically narrated
State and Continental bounties. He 1 m Qen Francis Vinton Greene 3
served during the terrible winter at!
Revolutionary War" from
Valley Forge ln Capt. Samuel Derby's J *'hlch thls account ls taken.
Company. Col. John Bailey s Regl- j The storming of Stony Point took
ment. He was also private in Capt Place during Pillsbury's first enllstTliomas Bragdon's Company, Lieut ment- Afterwards ln the last term
Col. Joseph Prime's Massachusetts
service he was in the battle of
Regiment; enlisted April 29, 1780; Yorkstorm. resulting in the surrend
discharged Dec. 26. 1780; service 8 er of Lord Cornwallis.
Nathan Pillsbury was bom ln
months 2 days under Brig. Oen.
Elliot,
formerly Kittery, in 1780. He
Peleg Wadsworth at the Eastward,
travel <5 days) included. The Com- came about 1786. from Kittery and
pany U reported as having marched [ *“ted at Owl s Head where
c“*
to Thomaston.
ried on hls trade 85 8 blacksmith.
He was a private in Capt. Ebenezer He was lhe 50,1 of Joseph and
Smith’s
Company
Col.
Calvin' Mehitable (Denne) ’ Pilsbury
of
Smith’s 6th Massachusetts Regiment | Kittery He was married at Thomaswages allowed from April 10, 17811ton' APr11 18’ 1788’ to Lucy Emery
to Dec 31, 1781, and ln 1782, wages b>’ ***“'' 18880 Cas*’ and died May
allowed for 12 months. He served 23. 1826. The census of 1790 places
at Dorchester Heights, Mass., in this him in Thomaston with a family of
Regiment. He continued to serve in three. South Thomaston where he
the 6th Massachusetts and in other lived at Ash Point was then a part

corps until December 1783. when he t ot Thomaston,
was finally discharged at West Point' PHlsbury was a Revolutionary
by Gen Michael Jackson.
1 Pensioner. He also received bounty
....
| land or its equivalent ln money from
I the State of Maine for hts service
Nathan Pillsbury was in the battles
#
,he
Army.
ol Saratoga, resulting in the capture At the time of his application for
of Gen. Burgoyne's Army. At the pension April 23, 1818, he gives hls
first battle of Saratoga hls Regiment age as 58 years.
was in a brigade which occupied the
His family Jan. 29, 1822 consists
center of the American line of battle. of his wife. Lucy, age 66 years, alAt the second battle of Saratoga hls wayg g weaUy woman hls daught,r
Regiment was in the left wing which
age „ and hlg gon Nathan
attacked the grenadiers and drove (2d) age 17 years. Sept. 19, 1838,
them from the field.
the widow, Lucy Pilsbury, applies for
He also was in the battle of Mon*
a pension giving her age as 76 years.
mouth and the storming of the fort
Nathan Pillsbury served in the war
at Stony Point. For this attack
of 1812 as corporal ln Capt. A. O.
Washington placed under the com
Coombs’ Company, Lieut. Col. E.
mand of Gen. Anthony Wayne the
Foot's
Regiment,
Massachusetts
light Infantry of the American
Volunteer Militia,
stationed at
Army, about 1200 in number, and
Thomaston. Maine. He wa* also
after reconnoiterlng the approaches
Corporal in Capt. Oeorge Coombs’
in person he gave Wayne instruc
Company, Lieut. Col. E. Foot’s Regi
tions to make the attack with un- 1
loaded muskets and to rely solely on' ment raised at Thomaston, and sta
tioned there and at Camden.
the bayonet.
As the usual hour for such enter j His son. Nathan Jr., served ln the
war of 1812 as corporal in Capt. T.
prises was Just before dawn, and on j
Kenney's Detached Company, Lieut,
that account the watch was more j
j Col. E. Foot's Regiment, stationed at
strict at that hour, Washington en
I Camden.
joined Wayne to make the attempt
Nathan senior was deacon in the
about
midnight.
, Mulhenberg’s
Baptist Church at South Thomaston.
Brigade of about 3000 men was to
The first conveyance of land to
follow Wayne and be ln position to
Nathan “Pilsbury" is by Gen. Henry
reinforce the attack if necessary, or
Knox and his wife, Lucy, Aug. 3,
to form a rallying-point in the re
1801, of 127*4 acres in Thomaston.
treat. if the enterprise should prove
Maine. Later Nathaniel Pillsbury
unsuccessful.
buys 10 acres in Thomaston on the
road from Owl's Head Bay to Ash
Wayne began hls march from Fort T\)int.
Montgomery at noon, and crossing
(To be continued)
the mountains in rear of Stony
Point arrived within a mile and a
GLENCOVE
half of the enemy's lines at 8
Penobscot View Grange held a
o'clock; here he formed his troop in Past Masters Night last Thursday
two columns, each preceded by an with Past Master Frank H. Ingra
advance guard of about 150 volun ham presiding. Past Masters Karl
teers, and in front of these a party E. Packard, Frank A. Richardson
of 20 picked men and an officer. and Lloyd Richardson were pre
After carefully reconnoiterlng the sented badges. Mr. Ingraham was
ground over which the advance was the first Master of the Grange which
to be made, Wayne placed himself was organized 36 years ago. Mrs.
at the head of the right column, and Harriett Buker, 93, and a charter
shortly after midnight both columns member, spoke, and acted as Ceres,
moved forward. Not a shot was first lady officer. A supper was
fired on the American side. Wayne's served at 6:30 in charge of the
Order of Battle contained this warn present Ceres, Mrs. Minnie Miles.
ing. "If any soldier presumes to take There was good attendance with
his musket from his shoulder to fire visitors from White Oak, Pleasant
or begin the battle until ordered by Valley, Megunticook, Wessaweskeag,
his proper officer, he shall be in Equity of Belfast and Winslow
stantly put to death by the officer Grange. Mrs. Grace Frost, secretary
next to him; for the misconduct ol of the Home for Little Wanderers,
one man is not to put the whole gave a short talk in regard to her
troops in danger or disorder, and be work.
suffered to pass with life. After
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert N. Brazier
promising rewards to the first five and family attended Knox Pomona
men to enter the works, he adds:
last Saturday at Martinsville.
"But should there be any soldier
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Vincent of
so lost to every feeling of honor as South Orange, N. J., recently enter
to attempt to retreat one single foot, tained Mr. and Mrs. E. fB. Hall of
or to skulk in the face of danger, Warrenton Park, Mr. and Mrs. L. H.
the officer next to him is to im Hamilton of Bloomfield, N. J., Mr. and
mediately put him to death that he Mrs. Herbert Voss of Saddle River,
may no longer disgrace the name of N. J., Mrs. Emily Murray and daugh
a soldier or the Corps or State he ter Barbara and Miss Addie Thomas,
belongs to."
at their cottage at Georges Lake.
1
These orders were literally and
faithfully obeyed, neither the deep VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STB'T Co.
Service to Vinalhaven, North Haven,
morass, the formidable and double
Stonington, Isle au Haut, Swan’s
Island and Frenchboro
rows of abatis nor the strong works
Effective Oct. 1, 1935
Winter Service 1935-1936
in front and flank could dampen
Daily Except Sunday
the ardor of the troops, who, in the (Subject to Change Without Notice)
Eastern
Standard Time
face of the most tremendous and Read Down
Read Up
P. M
A
M
incessant fire of musketry, and from
Ar. 600
5 30 Lv. Swan’s Island,
cannon loaded with grapeshot, forced 6 30 Lv. Stonington.
Ar. 440
Ar. 330
Lv. North Haven,
their way at the point of the bayonet 7.30
Ar. 2.45
8 15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Lv. 1.30
through every obstacle, both columns 9.30 Ar. Rockland,
120-tf
metting in the center of the enemy’s
works nearly at the same instant
Wayne was wounded at the abatis,
but his men pressed on into the fort,
'and all of the garrison who had not
, been killed or wounded were taken
((prisoners.
The captured cannon

Bt’ft appraised at $158, 840 and that

Enters Upon Another Season and With Fine
Programs In Store

NORTH

Stampnology
By John Ouistln

These stamp subjects are sponsored
through the courtesy of The Courier-Oazette, to broaden the general
Lady Knox Chapter, D AR.. of Rockland, opened its season Monday, The knowledge of the average collector.
following information will be of interest to the members;
along .historical and geographical
educatlonal lines. The Information
OFFICERS OF THE CHAPTER
Is strictly authentic. The writer
Mrs Alice W Karl
Regent,
Mr, Mary Ladd
Vice Regent,
seeks to discuss United States com
Mrs Clara Thuratou
Sec re ury.
memorative stamps only and solicits
Treasurer
Mias Ellen Cochrane
.
Mrs Katharyn St Clair
Hletorun.
criticism; ulso invites criticisms, etc
Mrs Eta Wlaner

HAVEN

N. K. Wood. MD., of Boston is
guest at Nebo Lodge for the week.
Dr. Wood was at one time the sum
mer doctor on the island and has
always taken a keen interest in the
welfare of this community.
Mr. and Mrs. Almon Cooper were
guests Sunday of Mrs Etta Noyes.
•ple visl[ i)ere the former home of
Mr and Mrs cooper. was ln celebra-

tion of their 25th wedding anni
versary. They have many friends in
this place who felicitate them on
this anniversary and wish for them
many more such happy occasions.
Chaplain.
Mrs Maude E Blodgett
Registrar.
Boys Interested ln the organization
Mr,
Ella
Buffum
Counaelor.
No 3-Four Cent An engraving. of Boy gcouts assembled Monday
Mr, Heater Chase
Counaelor.
Mr,
Lucy
Carter
Auditor.
Indian
Hunting
Buffalo,
from mght jn Library hall. Mr. Lawrence.
October 7, 1935
Schoolcraft's History of the Indian wdo waj> present. ls taking leadership !
Meeting to be held at '’Montpelier." Thomaston, at
Tribes. This value is printed ln orange
this fine program.
2 00 P M
although I have seen copies In al- 1 A heavy yteld of ,lne app|fs ,g be.
Distinguished speakers
meat dark brown from plates 599. 634 '
harwsUKl on the Island
Hostesses: Board of Management. Lady Knox Chapter
and Oeneral Knox Chapter. D. A R
and 636 ; 4924 500 amount Issued
Nonh Haven Band played six
No. 4 —Five Cent, "Fremont on the selections Sunday night at the
November 4, 1935
Rocky Mountains." from an old en Church service to the enjoyment and
Meeting to be with Miss Marion Weidman. Rockport,
graving Color, dark blue and bright appreciation of the large number
at 2 30 P M
blue The plates for this stamp are who attended. With every concert
Program Chairman. Mrs. Mary Perry Rich.
"Constitution Day"
602. 614 and 618; 7 694.180 were Issued , the „and ,howg impr0Vement.
Somehow or other a little fast work | Mrs A B Ayrlgg and Mrs Marlon
Dean Jagger and Gail Patrick in a scene from Zane Grey's latest produc
December 2, 1935
was pulled off ln Washington by the Ferguson are at the Aycrtgg cottage tion for Paramount. "Wanderer of the Wasteland," with Edward Ellis. Eenny
Meeting to be with Mrs Clara Thurston.
,
“Veterans’ Day”
POD. with the issuing of the Boul for an October visit. Mrs. Aycrtgg, Laker. Larry "Buster” Crabbe. Trixie Frtganza. Monte Blue, Raymond Hat
ton and Fuzzy Knight also featured.—adv.
Veterans as special guests
der Dam commemorative: unfortu with her late husband, was one of
Program Chairman. Mrs Anne Snow.
nately. more than one first day col the early discoverers of the Island as
War Songs. Sea Poems and Chantys.
lector’is raising hls voice tn protest
Assisting Hostesses Miss Stahl. Miss Cochrane, Mrs.
an ideal summer residence. Irving
W Karl. Mrs Moran. Mrs Wlaner, Mrs Butler,
against such quick and unexpected , Slmpson has
caretaker of their
Mrs Chase
method of producing new stamp’. cottage for many years
That doesn’t give a person opportun- j
huntlng geagon lg Qn and lhe ;
January 6, 1936
6 9
ity to prepare hls cover*, consequently loc#1 woodg hw had
gunnerg |
10
State Dues Must Be In At Once
b
7
1 3
4 5
1
Meeting to be with Mrs. Beulah Allen.
being compelled to purchase from; about (n
Qf birdg and rabbltg
Program Chairman. Mrs Mary Southard.
ll
thezdealer at a nice margin above)
have
II
"Secrets From Davy Jones Locker "
face
This
stamp
went
on
^e
at
wUh
pleagun
,
lhf
„
Blography
Q(
Assisting Hostesses: Mrs. Merritt. Mrs Snow. Mrs.
Boulder City. Nevada. Sept. 30 Kindly
w Morrow" by Harold
17
Karl, Mrs Butman. Mrs Sherman. Miss Blacklngton.
lb
13 IH SS 15
watch out for Its appearance at your
u u the
of
February 3, 1936
w
ll
local postof flee
19 1 lo
IB
Meeting to be with Mrs Nellie Paterson.
who had so won the confidence and
If you are a plate number collector hearts of the people that but for his
Election of 8tate and National Representatives.
Program Chairman. Mrs Karl.
i ft
ishere are four numerals of the Boul untimely death would probably have
2l
Subject to be announced later
der Dam stamp to go after in se been In the White House today.
Assisting Hostesses: Mrs Southard. Mrs Annatoyne,
quence—21455, 56 57 and 58 Un
lb
Mrs Davies. Mrs Cobb, Mrs Cross. Mrs. Conary,
A shower was tendered Saturday
likely there will not be any other; night by the Grange to Mr and Mrs.
Mrs St Clair.
however lf so. I shall glye them as Milton Ames The Sunday School'
19
March 2. 1936
soon as possible.
members
also
Joined
ln
the
happy
Meeting to be with Mrs Katherine Haines
While ln Portland Monday I obio il
33 34
31
occasion. Mrs. Ames was a faithProgram Chairman, Mrs. Merritt.
served
the
Airmail
boxes
painted
In
fuJ
Sunday
gtudent
gnd
fQr
„
«
“The Evolution of Fashions and Fads "
b
bright catchy colors, red. white and
mused #
t
SB
3b
Assisting Hostesses: Mrs. Veazie. Miss Stanley, Mrs.
35
Rich, Mrs Simmons. Mrs. Burpee, Mrs Carlson,
blue; of course an illuminated sign fay occasiona, mneag
The
w
Mrs. Ladd
reading For Airmail Only above the coupk
of
i 40
39
Ml 1 41
mall-box Small cities and towns do niw
were mugjca,
April 6. 1936
i*ot have them, because the mail of
45
Mte
Meeting to be with Mrs Ella Buffum.
tions by Alice Woodman. Alice Nutt,
i this quality ls not sufficient to warProgram Chairman. Miss Caroline Stanley.
Mariam Greenlaw, Elsie Gillis and
"The Seas’s Contribution To Our Country."
! rant their use.
Mb
47
Miriam Gillis. Mrs Julia Beverage
Assisting Hostesses: Mrs Carter. Mrs Blodgett, Mrs.
I notice by “Western Stamp Col
1
w
read
several
selections
and
remarks
Walsh, Mrs Nutt. Mrs Barnard, Miss French,
lector" that Harvard College is to
50
Miss Marshall
51
were offered by Rev H. P. Huse.
j have a stamp course and no one is
Hanson Crockett, Alton Calderwood
May 4. 1936
permitted to attend unless they have
and others. It was an occasion long
Meeting to be with Mrs Angelica Glover.
VERTICAL (Cont)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
had some knowledge of stamp col
HORIZONTAL
to be remembered.
Election of Officers.
40-Musical drama
10-Scattera
1-Meal
lecting
Report of National Congress
Attendance at the church school
42-Oirl'a name
6-Serf»
14-Principal
October 19. at University of Maine
Annual Reports
43- Eleven hundred
11- Row
last Sunday numbered 78 Of the
16- Went down
Assisting Hostesses: Mrs. Stoddard. Mrs. Sheldon. Mrs
there is to be a wonderful exhibition
44-Propheay
12-Throw
17- Judge
358 churches in Maine but 76 have
Cooper Miss Parker Miss Thorndike
46Father
13- Exiat
of philately. Any of you who can
19-Let fall
an average Sunday School attend- 1
47Permltsion
to
use
15-Young girl*
21-Bloom
The resident members of Lady Knox Chapter are; Euretta Annatoyne. make the trip my advice is to attend, ance larger than this school, which
48- Neat
17- Doctor (abbr.)
23-Made a mistake
Beulah L. Allen. Edith Bicknell. Ruth P. Barnard. Maude E Blodgett. Jennie because it’s worthwhile. General last year, was 65. Rally Day is Oct. j
50- Demons
18- Youth
Dr. Hahn of
51- Spaniah title (pi.) 25-Sheer
20- Waste
M. Blacklngton. Ella N. Buffum, Julia A. Burpee. Ann G Butler. Adelaide public is Invited.
20. Special plans are being made
27- A fish
21- An Insect
Butman. Helen H. Carlson. Lucy K Carter, Hester M. Chase. Alice P Cobb. Friendship will be one of the speak and the aim ls to bring the attend- !
28- Deed
VERTICAL
22- Mud
ers.
Ellen Cochrane. Flora Colson. Mary Cooper. Anna Conary. Delia Cross, Hattie
30- Stuffed
24- Point of compass
ance up to more than 100.
31- Heroic poem
1- Kingdoma
Davies, Lucy French, Angelica Glover. Katherine Haines. Alice W Karl. I
-------------------(abbr.)
33- Snare
2- A liquid measure
25- Killed
Winifred C. Karl. Mary' R. Ladd. Hazel Marshall. Orissa Merritt. Irene G SIXTY MILLION GALLON
34- Roba
(abbr.)
VINALHAVEN
26- Breathe noisily
Moran. Ada Perry. Nellie Peterson. Suella Sheldon, Mabel Sherman. Mary
36- Unfaatena
3- Purpoae
when asleep
Miss Dorothy Cobb was leader of
37- Drope
Perry Rich, Annie Simmons. Anne Snow. Mary Southard, Jeanette Stahl, Of Apple Cider Are Pro
4- Oceana
28- Smatl particles
_
the Christian Endeavor Sunday.
5- Stomach of a rum- 40-Verbal
29- Ruses
Caroline H. Stanley, Etta Stoddard. Katharyn St. Clair, Anna Thorndike.
This
Country
Union
Church
choir
rehearsal
to‘
duced In
inant used as food 41-Land measure
30- Reatrain
Clara P. Thurston, Grace E. Veazie. Lucie Walsh. Vera M. Whalen, Eva Wisner.
44- Hawaiian food
6- View
32-Examine*
night at Miss Flavilla Arey’s.
Each Year
The non-resident members are: Mildred Allen, MyTa Bridges, Calista
45- A metal
7- Debark
35- lmitated
___
[ Mrs. Dewey Brown has returned
47-Fifty-five
8- Farm animal
Cole, Eva M. Gott, Helen C. Lord, Elvira Merrick. Etta S. Noyes, Amy Nutt,
36- Unequal
Sixty million gallons of apple cider home from a trip to the White Moun49-A period of time
9- A New England
38- Harbor
Carolyn Page, Bernice Parker, Hazel Parker, Mabel K. Rollins, Elizabeth
I
(abbr.)
State (abbr.)
are produced in the United States an tains.
39- Among (poet.)
Sellers, Mary Wardwell, Minnie Wooley, Marion Weidman.
A senior play entitled "Apple Blos
nually. The Easterners would seem
(Solution to previous puzzle)
som Time.” will be presented about
Richards and family of Rockland to be the leading apple cider drink
"Boswell 81sters," Beulah Drew. Agnes
TENANT’S HARBOR
Thanksgiving.
ers.
for
13
percent
of
the
apple
crop
were recent callers on Emma Davis.
B A RlKl
a|s P S
Smalley and Leola Smith. An origi
The Non Eaters met this week with
Florence Burns and Lora Lewis in that part of the United States
Everett G. Spaulding, with his
A L
1 L E rHl E E
nal poem was the contribution of Mrs.
Mrs Sada Robbins.
goes
into
cider,
while
4
percent
of
the
cousin, Clarence Spaulding of Cen- have employment at the Pearson facs L A N r s
M 1 N E R S
Coombs.
Mf. and Mrs. Ernest Macintosh
Western
crop
is
used.
Of
the
total
tral Falls, R. I., returned home after tory In Thomaston and Annie Doe at
■ ■D 0 r
p O E ■s
annual production of apples in the and Mr. and Mrs. Austin Calderwood
Dl E r E R
T E M P T
a brief visit at Franette cottage. Mrs Black & Gay's in that town
United States, estimated at 155.000,000 sPent Tuesday at North Haven.
O R
R O D 1 N
S 0
Everett Spaulding, who passed the
Marguerite Chapter O.ES. will be
bushels this year, 60 per cent goes
A 1 R
L
1
summer here, accompanied them.
SOUTH WARREN
Simon Welt and George Chase of into commercial or fresh apple con- inspected Oct. 21 by D.DGM. Carrie
A S s E T
E S
E L
Mr. and Mrs. Wood’ of Upton,
Smith of Warren.
East Providence R. I., were callers sumption.
S P c N T
D E A R S
Mass., spent the weekend with Frank
Arthur Thomas died at his home
Europe
is
the
big
market
for
fresh
O A T
A R A ■ e.
Pellett. The latter has Since re Sunday at C. J. Copeland's.
c H O R E S
apples, taking 95 percent of the total Oct. 7. after a long illness.
C R E S T S
George
Finley,
manager
of
the
turned to New York.
Supt. E. A. Smalley and teachers
exports, which account for about 177
1 O N
r A R
0 N
One of the most enjoyable events of, State Farm, is moving to the build- per cent of the total commercial pro attended county convention at Rock
0R E E
D E
the season was held recently at A. J. ings at the lower farm' where he wlU
duction. according to the Agricul land this week. In the group were
Mr. and Mrs. S B. Hopkins, Miss
Rawley's attractive cottage "The reside.
Mrs. Ada Spear has had a chimney tural Department of the Canadian Gwendolyn Greene. Dorothy Billings. Mt. Lowe, ostrich farms, Yosemite
Open Door" at Lincolnville Center.
National
Railways.
Britain
takes
the
Gay decorations, flags and autumn rebuilt, Myron Neal of Friendship greatest percentage—45—the remain Dorothy Cassie, Flavilla Arey, Doro Valley and forests will be shown.
The speaker viewed cotton fields of
foliage graced the cottage. The eve- i the worlcman.
der going to Germany, Holland, thy Thomas. ETdith Vinal. Gertrude
ning was spent in playing 63. story Clyde Young of South Portland was
the South, rode burros and sailed in
Vinal.
Marie
Teele
and
Louise
Libby
France. Belgium and Scandinavian
recent overnight guest at A. W.
Mrs. Thomas Baum returned Mon glass bottom boats.
telling, and stunts, after which re
countries.
Demuth's.
Mrs Rosalind Sawyer of Rockland
day
from Boston.
freshments were served. Those pres
As in the case of fresh fruit, Brit
BEACON STREET
The Sisters of Good Will Grange
will
install the officers of Ocean
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leslie
Stinson
ano
ent were Capt. and Mrs. E. M. Mills of
ain is the big market for United
served a chicken dinner at their hall
Bound Rebekah Lodge Thursday eve
friends,
spent
the
weekend
In
town.
BOSTON
Rockport, Mass., Miss Ella Mills of
States canned apples, taking ap
Oct. 8 to members of the Thomaston
A lecture entitled "From Ocean to ning at a special meeting. Mrs. Helen
Chicago, Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Harris,
proximately 89 percent of the total
Farmers Union. The business meetClark of Rockland will be marshal.
Mr. and Mrs. Allison Morris, Mr. and
exports, with the Irish Free State, Ocean, through the United States"
Ideal location on Beacon Hill,
j ing of the Union was held in the
Covered dish supper after ceremonies.
Mrs. A. K. Hawkins, Mrs. Elmer
Dutch West Indies, Panama, the with 100 stereopticon views illustrat
beside the State House, and
afternoon.
Marguerite Chapter O.EB met
ing
scenes
of
the
speaker's
travels
Smith, Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Smalley,
Philippines, Germany and Belgium
overlooking Boston Common
from Pilgrim Plymouth to San Fran Monday evening. After the cere
taking the balance.
Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Monaghan, and
and Public Gardens,
monies a unique program was pre
cisco.
will
be
offered
at
Union
Church
Dried apples, which represent ap
the host, A. J. Rawley, all of Tenant's
sented by Chairman Mrs. Edward
Friday
at
7.30.
The
speaker,
Rev.
proximately 4 percent of the total
Harbor. Prizes were won by Miss
Coombs. Representing a broadcast
RESTAURANT
apple production, go mostly to Eu N. F. Atwood, has travelled in 28
Mills, Mrs. Monaghan, A. K. Hawkins
States. The views and stories of ing station, Curtis Webster was an
a la carte and table d'hote
rope,
Germany,
taking
from
46
to
50
and F. H. Smalley.
Plymouth, are worth more than the nouncer, L. E. Williams, "The Voice
per cent, followed by Holland. France,
Club Breakfast
small admission fee. Scenes of Bos-! of Experience,” and Mrs. Ola Ames,
Sweden. Great Britain and Denmark.
EAST FRIENDSHIP
Lunch
ton, New York, Washington, Mt. Ver pianist. Songs and stories were given
Approximately 36 percent of the
non, Mammoth Cave, Los Angeles, by Rev. N. F, Atwood readings by
Dinner
total
apple
crop
of
the
United
States
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Richardson
San Diego Mexico, Santa Catalina. Florence Guilford and songs by the
Headache—Nervousness
is produced in Washington, Califor
of Connecticut is visiting at the home
When you keep your liver working nia and adjoining States; 25 per cent
CAFETERIA
of A. W. Morton.
actively every day—keep bile flowing
Frederick Ellison has closed his freely—keep Jntestlnes free from acid, In the North Atlantic area of New
Pleasant outside location fac
summer home at Wadsworth Point waste and poisons—keep bowels mov York, Pennsylvania and nearby
ing Bowdoin and Beacon
ing regularly and blissfully—keep kid States; 17 percent In the North Cen
RATES*'
and expects to pass the winter on neys working naturally—
Streets. Modern and up-toThen there isn’t much chance of tral and South Atlantic regions, and
the West coast.
date. A variety of foods
having dizzy spells or any other kind
5 percent in the South Central re
gNMih»-4>M«
bad spells—Get Kruschen.
to Your hotel in BOSTON
moderately priced.
R. W. Bradford is shingling his of Try
Just one Jar and let the “little gion of Kentucky-Tennessee.
dally
dose"
of
Kruschen
Saltd
show
mi
rooms
wrr»
|AT»
house, assisted by Vinal Kelleran of
you how to keep Internally clean—keep
EUROPEAN PLAN RATES
StMW ««Uy rotot
Thomaston.
free
from
headaches—nervousness—
restlessness.
;/i500Rooms
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Townsend and
Take only a* much as will lie on a
Rooms without bath
dime ln your morning cup of coffee or
'
w»rw~Use
children, Mrs. Velmar Cameron of tea
—tasteless that way—or take It ln
$2.00 Up
West Boothbay, Capt. Niles Cameron hot water.
RADIO
Let it show you the way to gain
Rooms
with
bath
and family of Port Clyde and Burnt physical charm—to feel younger—more
SERVIDOR
Island were callers Sunday at the active and ambitious.
$3.00 up
TUB’•.SHOWER
Millions the world over take Kruschen
home of A, A. Orne.
—a blend of 6 precious salts— to keep
fit and fine all the time—as
H. Smith of Rockland was a visitor feeling
Special rates for
low as 40 cenu a Jar—guaranteed.
last week at R. J. Marshall's home.
permanent occupancy
For the relief of Rheumatic Aches
IT’S THE LITTLE DAILY
«
« NORTH STATION
and Pains. Write for free booklet.
Miss Eileen Havener is home from
DOSE THAT DOES IT
•a JTEP-Zr««y»»r TRASH- «./««■ ROOM*
Rockland for a few days.
No more laxatives—no more cath
Buxton
Medicine
Company
and no constipation when you
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Davis, Mr. artics
ABBOT VILLAGE, MAINE
take your little dally pinch of Krus
110-Th-tf
and Mrs. Earl Davis and family of chen. Get it at the Blaisdell Pharmacy
or Corner Drug Store or any drug store
Fort Clyde «xd Mr, and Mrs. WUllam 1& tbe world.

dlk.

- HOTEL

BELLEVUE

3

DIZZY
SPELLS

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/

BUXTON’S

A Special Compound

BOSTON
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Camels don't qet your Wind

Robert Farris Jr. was at home from
Mi's. Alice Hint is visiting - rela
Orono for the weekend.
tives In Oardiner. .
Dr Eric Simmons of Hartford was
Mrs. Floyd Hilton and young son
have Joined Mr. Hilton ln Waterville recent guest at the home of hls
mother Mrs. Lou Simmons.
where they will reside.
Schools were closed Tuesday, giving
Miss Winifred Knowles, who has
passed the summer here, returned the teachers an opportunity to attend
the Teachers' Convention in Rock
Tuesday to Medford, Mass.
Mrs. Kelsey Lash was a Portland land.
Mr and Mrs. Wilbur Abbott and
visitor Tuesday.
Mrs. E. R Hunnewell and Miss daughters Isabel and Susan passed
Bessie Reed, who have been ln North; Sunday with relatives in Brooks.
Anson this summer, were at their I Mrs Edward Mathews returned

MICKEY COCHRANE
(fcetow): * 'The boys say
Camels are milder."

home here for a few days. Miss Monday from a weeks visit with her
Reed has left for Florida and Mrs. daughter Mrs. Philip Bryer in Saugus.
Hunneiwell has returned to North Mass She also visited her brother Dr
Charles Hills in South Natick
Anson.
Dr. and Mrs. L. W. Hadley of South
Mrs. O. E. Ludwig has been ln
Oxbow a few days. She was ac-, Portland were visiting friends ln town
companled by Mrs Maude Godiug the past week and were guests for
and E. C. Chase, who have been her ] two days of Mr. and Mrs. F E. Bur-

SAY THE DETROIT TIGERS
1935 WORLD CHAMPIONS

w

• Detroit walkf o/j
with buseball't
beft girl I

Here’s the line«up on the smoking preference
of the new world champions:

19 OUI OF 22 OF ™
figfrs SMOKt CAMELS

guests.
i
Mrs William H Sprague attended
Wallace Creighton of Cambrljlge
.the funeral services of her brother Mass., spent the weekend with Mr,
and Mrs Ralph Wallace.
Alton W. Creamer, In Augusta.
Mrs. Zena Nelson has red"'"’
Mr and Mrs Ellis Petty of Jamaica
Plain, Mass., with their children and 1 from Canaan, Mr. and Mrs Fred
niece have been visiting Rev. and NeLson of Oardiner were entertained
PETE FOX (Mow): “Camels
Mrs. A- O. Davis.
I 3und*y at her home
don’t get my wind. That
Today Detroit glories in its first World
Miss Nancy Hemingway, who hts
Mr and Mrs Robert McKinley and
proves how mild Camels are."
Championship! These 19)5 Tigers hive
been at her summer home, "Olen- children and Mrs Wilbur Abbott teSymsbury. Conn ,1 lurned ^‘tirday from Bo ton Mrs ,
punched out a story of courage tod energy
hurst. is now ln
Abbott visited relatives ln Taunt or.
that
stands among the masterpieces. They
where she will attend the Ethel
could "take it”! What do the Tigers say
Walker School She was accom Mass
And OWENt “I light
about smoking ? Here's Mickey Cochrane,
panied by her mother. Mrs. S. C. ]
BILL ROGELL
up a Camel to refresh
dynamic Tiger manager: "One thing the
Community Club Notes
(right)'. “Camels
my energy,” says
Hemingway, who returned Saturday j
team agree on it their choice of cigarettes
never jangle my
Marvin (left.).
Mrs. Harriet Young of Brewer ls■ The first regular meeting of the
— Camels. 19 of the 22 regulars smoke
nerves, and I smoke
visiting her daughter. Mrs. L. T ’ year was held Tuesday afternoon
Camels. The Tigers say they can smoke
all I want. Camels
Weston.
•
' at the home of President Mrs Edith
taste better too.”
ail they want because Camels are so mild
Mr. and Mrs Chester Knowles of Bowes. Twenty-four members and
that they don't get their wind or upset
Portland were recent guests of Mrs seven guests were present to enjoy the 1
their nerves." How about taste? Jo-Jo
Bessie Kuhn.
’ lit* musical program presented by
White says: "Camels always taste better.
Ralph Morse, Andrew Kaler aad Mrs Hattie Hoyt chairman, who ln-'
Here's GOSLIN
You'll like Camel's mildness too.
Clarence Hilt have been ln Somer- Produced the guest artists Mrs Gladys
(above). Says "the
Camels never upset your nerves or
ville. Mass., on business.
! Morgan and Miss Edna Gregory both
Gooee": "I switched
tire your taste.
At the annual meeting of the iof Rockland
to Camels long ago.
Rural Cemetery Association. Otto V ! Mrs Morgan
three soloe
Camels are milder.”
Hassner was elected superinentand-' charming all by her gracious manner
ent: Luther (Hidden. secretary and and excellent rendition Her num- j
Mrs Ethel Ludwig treasurer. Tbe >*rs »'ere "Danny B°y " "Overtones"
members of the board of trustees, and ‘Oolng Home“ She was accomare Ouy Levensaler. Oral Ludwig. Pan*d b>- Ml" Ore«ory *b° »a‘*r
Otto Hassner. Charles Rowe and favored with two piano solos. "Melody
j and "Wedding Day." Mrs. Lela HasClarence Eugley.
The first and second degrees were i kell read "Arias From Bird Songs"
conferred on one candidate at tbe and Mrs. Edith Bowes recited the
Monday evening meeting of Me- poem "Music." Mrs Hattie Hoyt read
enahga Grange Guests were pres an Interesting paper she had pre
pared on "The Singing Tower at,
ent from Warren and Winslow's
Mountain Lake Sanctuary" built by ;
Mills. A program was presented by
ELDEN ACKER (left). SCHOOLBOY ROWE (next to £7den), ALVIN
the late Edward W Bok The pro
th« lecturer. Mrs. Annie Davis, and
CROWDER (next to Schoolboy) agree with TOMMY BRIDGES
gram was closed with group singing
refreshments served.
Neighbor's
(right), who says: "I smoke Camels because I can smoke as many
of a club song to the tune of "Tramp.
Night will be observed at the next
»a I like. Camels don’t affect my wind or give me jumpy nerves.”
meeting with Progressive Grange. I Tramp Tramp."
Mrs Sara Chapman and Mrs. Alice
Winslow's Mills, and Maple Grange,
Ames were welcomed as new mem
nor. and Mrs Lillian Standish of
North Waldoboro, as guests.
GROSS NECK
EAST UNION
SOUTH HOPE
MEDOMAK
WEST WALDOBORO
bers. The hostess, Mrs Avis Nichols. I
West Waldoboro and Mrs. Mertle
———————
•nd
Mrs Martha Fuller and Mrs Nina
Mrs Eldora Gross and Mr and Mr Booth of Kaler's Corner and Pearl
Gaiety Reigns at Shower
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Nash were
Mr and Mrs F red Geyer of Cash
Mrs. Lucy Winston and Mrs.
APPLETON RIDGE
, Fuller served sandwiches and lea al
guests Sunday of Byron Nash at Margaret Bowley spent Monday at ing spent last 8unday with Mrs. William K Winchenbach of Dutch Waltz of the village.
A utility shower given for Mr. and
i the close of the meeting.
Mr and Mrs Ernest Eugley are the
Neck visited Sunday Mr. and Mrs Ed
Geyer's sister. Mrs. C. H Shuman.
Friendship.
Bangor.
Miss Ruth B Moody haa employ- j
i Mrs Warren Reynolds at the Grange
parents of a son bom Oct 4 at the
Miss Pauline McLain is visiting her win Miller of North Waldoboro.
m*nt at Camden Community Hospt-'
Mrs. Jessie Bragdon and friends of
H. H. Payson and daughter, Edna,
Intermediate School Notea
home of Mrs. Eugley's parents. Mr hall by Gretchen Payson, Arlene
aunt.
Miss
Gillmore
in
South
Hiram.
Albion
Genthner
of
South
Waldo

t*l.
of
Rockland
and
Mrs.
Nancy
Brown
Ipswich. Mass., recently spent a lew
(By the Pupils)
Hoyt Shuman of Camden is passing boro is guest of hls daughter Mrs and Mrs. James Stewart of Broad Brown and Mary Payson was a de
Luther Calderwood of Woronoco
days with her mother. Mrs. Cora of Melrose. Mass., were dinner guests
Cove.
lightful affair. Ine newly married
Mass . recently spent a few days at
Arlene Lovejoy has been out of Oenthner.
Friday of Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Well ’ a vacation with his parents, Mr. and Melvin Genthner.
Mrs.
M.
L.
Shuman.
couple were Invited to the hall and
Willard Brown's.
school because of illness.
Harry W. Creamer has been a re
Mrs. Elizabeth Hunt and Mr. and man.
NORTH WASHINGTON entered amid congratulations,- rice
Mr and Mrs. John Heiser have re cent Portland visitor.
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Senate, two
Mr Rowe taught Miss Hawes' room Mrs Arnold Standish were ln Rock
Mrs. Arvilla Fletcher of St. Peters
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Faxon and
turned to Somerville.
daughters. Miss Marjorie Hurley of Friday afternoon.
Floyd Elwell of Bath was a caller family of Ipswich. Mass. and Muss and confetti, to which a happy reland Sunday to see Mn. Hunt’s son, burg. Fla., who has been visiting here
Mr
and
Mrs
Alphonso
Willey
and
, sponse was given The center of the
Woods Hole. Mass. and Joseph Sen
Mrs Clark ls teaching music In the Frank Hunt, who ls a patient at Knox for the past two months, has sold
Tuesday at Willis Oenthner's.
Maxine Faxon of Plaistow. N H.. were , hall bore evidence of the occasion,
family of Loudvllle have moved to the
ate of Wollaston. Mass., are guests at grade schools and High School. Mon- ,
the Rokes place to Thomas Winston
Hospital.
Miss Mary Morse of Thomaston Is weekend guests of Mrs. Faxon's par
house owned by Mrs. L. J. Wlns’ow.
i for placed there was an attractive
the'home of M. M. Brown.
days and Thursdays.
visiting her grandparents, Mr. and ents, Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Cunningham
Mrs. W. Orris Norwood and young
Mr
and
Mrs.
Harry
Spear
and
sor,
Mrs. L. W. Osier was a Rocklanc
Henry Brown and Delma Brown of
basket laden with beautiful and
Mrs. Sanborn Is giving the grade
Mrs. Charles L. Eugley.
son, who have been patients at the visitor Saturday.
M. W. Lenfest was taken to the useful gifts from numerous friends
East Vassalboro were visitors Satur schools harmonica lessons every Fri of Winslow's Mills were visitors Sun
home of Mrs. Chloe Mills returned
day at Hudson 'Eugley's.
Elbridge Stover and daughter Rena train at Augusta last Sunday by who came to extend greetings and
Mrs. Martha Prior spent Sunday
day at Willard Brown's.
day.
Sunday to their home at Head-of- with her daughter, Mrs. Astor Miller of Boothbay were weekend guests of Donald Cunningham. Mr Lenfest best wishes.
Mr
and
Mrs.
Frank
David.
Mrs
James Watson Is guest of Warren
Teachers' convention was held Tues
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Eugley.
will re-enter a Boston hospital for
Carrie Wetherell. Mrs. Lawrence the-Lake.
Moody for a few days.
I at Dutch Neck.
The evening was devoted to music
day in Rockland.
Alfred
Rich
is
visiting
in
Lisbon
another surgical operation which It Is and social enjoyment, and several se
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Esancy, Mrs.
Aulis
and
Miss
Esther
Aults
were
Mrs. Florence Mason and daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Aul of New Jersey arc
Betty McKinley was In Boston over
Falls.
hoped may restore his health.
Kate Taylor, Mrs. Nina Taylor. guests of Mrs. A. (R. Benedict.
Rockland visitors Friday.
Barbara, and Miss Arolyn Condon. the weekend.
lections played by the orchestra. Mr.
Mr
and
Mrs.
Trussed
Wentworth
Mrs.. Edna Brann of Cooper’s Mills and Mrs. Reynolds sang vocal duets.
Evelyn
Vining
and
Hope
Bowley
B. If. of Augusta visited Mrs. Eliza
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Keene and
Miss Rosalind Kaler who has been
The ftfth and sixth grade pupils are
beth Newbert last Thursday.
Cake and Ices were served to the Jolly
spending a vacation with her parents, i were among those who attended the mother of Head Tide were callers and family and Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd was a caller here Sunday,
having their eyes and ears tested.
Light and daughter Frances of Cam j Claude French of Windsor Is en- group following the entertainment,
Saturday session of Pomona at here Monday
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Brown were
The girls of the Intermediate room Mr. and Mrs. Walter Kaler. returned
Martinsville.
in Martinsville, last Saturday to at have organized a girls’ baseball team. Saturday to Portland.
Phillip Martin who has been spend den have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. ' gaged in trucking long lumber from after which, on a note of felicitation
Melvin Genthner.
I the Grotton lot here to Qulgg's mill to the honor guests, the assembly con
tend Pomona Grange
The teeter boards recently broken
Harold Campbell and aunt of New , A special town meeting is called ing the summer with hls grandfather
Recent callers at the home of Mr. I ln Palermo.
The W.CT.U. met Friday aftercluded Its festivities.
for
Oct.
15
to
see
what
action
the
has
returned
to
Norwood,
Mass.
Hampshire spent the weekend with |
noon at the home of Mrs Ethel have b*en
and Mrs. Alfred Waltz were Mr. and j Mrs. Fred Cole of Augusta is vlsitMr. and Mrs Reynolds are gradu
town
will
take
relative
to
helping
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James
Carswell.
Mr
Money is being earned for weekly- hls parents. Mr. and Mrs. Carl Camp
Moody with nine members present
finance a PWA project.
and Mrs. Paul Traugh and daughter Mrs. Aaron Nash, Mr. and Mrs j Ing Mrs. Carrie Lenfest for a few ates ot Union High School and are
reader papers.
bell.
Dewey Winchenbach. daughter Elea days.
The topic of the meeting was "World
very popular in social circles.
Mrs. Oracle Annis of Queens City Ruth, recently went to Michigan
Mr and Mrs. Stanley Vannah and
Mrs. Maxine Heath, fifth and sixth
News and Events" Mrs. Newbert
where they will make their home.
grade teacher, attended the Teachers' daughter were recent guests of Mr. N. Y.. ls guest of Mrs H. L. Hart.
brought echoes of the, recent State
and Mrs. George Rollins In Vassal
Convention Oct. 8. at Rockland
Kenneth Crabtree and Elmer Hart,
convention held in Oardiner.
NEXT WASHDAY
THAT'S GREAT! IT MUSI
ORFF’S CORNER
John Dugay of Dorchester. Mass . is boro.
students at U. of M., were home for
Sympathy is extended Mr. and Mrs
’
DARLING.
TOULL
NEVER
BE
RINSO-THE
SOAP
Mr. and Mrs Leon Achorn returned
Miss Dorothy Creamer of Waldoboro the weekend.
attending the Union School, grade 5.
pert Thurston ln the loss of their
WELL. DEAR, DID YOU.
HAVE TO COMPLAIN
YOUR SISTER RAVES ABOUT;
We wish to thank Supt. Rowe and passed a day recently with Miss Rosa
Mrs. Oertrude Payson and Evelyn Friday to Belmont, Mass., after
TRY RINSO TODAY ? J
1
ABOUT
FRAYED
SHIRTS
eldest child.
Vining were recent Rockland visitors. spending the week here with rela
Merton Wadsworth and son Roger members of the school board for mak lind Kaler.
AGAIN. I DISCOVERED
tives.
ing it possible for us to attend Union
Mr. and Mrs. James Raymond and
A SOAP THAT SAFELY
are painting the Sprowl buildings.
Freeman Peaslee and Mrs. Eliza
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Raymond of
YES-AND ITS JUST AS MARVEL?
NORTH WARREN
. AND GENTLY SOAKS
Recent visitors at the home of Mr. Fair two days. We appreciate their
beth
Barter
of
Rockland
were
callers
North
Jay
were
callers
on
friends
kindness.
OUS
AS EVERYONE SAYS IT IS
CLOTHES
CLEAN
and Mrs. W. Brown were Roland
Mr. and (Mrs. Oeorge Eaton of here Sunday. Mrs. Gertrude Payson Friday at Kenneth Elwell's.
IT SOAKED MY WASH REAL
Gushee and family. Mr. and Mrs.
J. W. Oilbert of South Union was
Massachusetts have been visitors at accompanied them to their home for
SNOWY AND BRIGHT
Walter Calderwood of Camden, and
LIBERTY
the home of Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Kal a visit.
recent guest of friends here.
Mrs. Ellis and daughter of Rockport
Norman Bragg returned Wednes
Mrs. Annie Hamilton Ooodfellow. loch.
Joseph Senate of Wollaston. Mass.,
son and daughter of Fitchburg, Mrs. Laura Daniels of Union pas Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Senate of day from Bath Hospital where he had
Mass , and Mrs. Clara Ballard of sed Wednesday with Mabie Craw Woods Hole. Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. been-a patient while receiving treat
Lexington Mass, have been recent ford.
Maynard Brown of Appleton dined ment for an eye injury.
This 25c Quick Test Free
Church services will be at 9 a. m.
guests of Mrs Charles Abbott.
Virgil Hills sustained fractured Sunday night at R. E. Robbins'.
If It falls to flush out waste and ex
Sundays at Community House until
The Sewing Circle will meet Oct. ribs as result of a recent fall.
cess acids which cause bladder Irregular
further notice. Please note change in
ity. Take buchu leaves. Juniper oil. etc. 15 with Mrs. Walter E. Ordway.
NORTH HOPE
Mrs. Charles Erickson. Mabie
In little green tablets called BUKE.a.
time and place. Tuesday evening
The
Farm
Bureau
State
Library
Works on the bladder similar to castor
Crawford and Nellie Benner were
oil on the bowels Poorly acting bladder volumes have arrived and are In
A heavy frost visited gardens here service at 7.30.
callers last Thursday afternoon on
can cause scanty flow, frequent desire,
Mr. and Mrs. James Hall and Mr.
burning or backache
In four days lf charge of Mrs. James Burkell. Mem
Monday.
Farewell to flowers until
not pleased tny druggist will refund bers are invited to make use of these friends in Waldoboro.
and Mrs. Fred Pratt of Tenant's Har
another
year.
your 25c. Corner Drug Store. Charles
Mrs. E. J. Kalloch was In Rockland
W. Sheldon, druggist. C. H. Moor Sc co. books.
Mr. and Mrs. U. G Pease were en bor were guests Sunday of Mr. and
recently to consult an oculist.
tertained at dinner recently at the Mrs. Albert Elwell. Other callers at
Mrs. H. A. Hawes of Union spent home of Mr. and Mrs. Will Lothrop. the Elwell home have been Mr. and
. AND WAIT UNTIL YOU
Wednesday
afternoon with
her in Rockport, the Lothrops motoring Mrs. Herbert Pierson, daughter AlvaSEE
HOW MUCH MONEY
lene
and
son
Malcolm,
.Weston
Pier

mother.
here for them.
WE’LL SAVE . THE CLOTHES ]
John Oracle, son George and a
Mrs. R. L. Coose of Searsmont was son and Mrs. Ada Jenkins of Ten
WILL LAST 2 OR 3
PS DIFFICULT to explain Rinso whiteness. You have to
friend from Massachusetts were a caller Monday on her nephew, E. ant's Harbor.
TIMES LONGER NOW
set it—the snowy brightness of it—the clean, fresh sweet
Donald
Perry,
who
ls
somewhat
Im

More than 120 varieties for your choice
recent overflight guests at W. L.
THAT THEY'RE NOT
ness of it. Even downright dirty clothes come much w hiter from
Oracle's.
They were accompanied proved but remains confined to his
SEARSMONT
SCRUBBED THREADBARE
a Rinso soaking. And colors come bright and new-looking. Even
HYACINTHS, TULIPS, NARCISSUS, CROCUS,
Mrs. Nellie Crooker and Frances
home by Miss Agnes Oracle who has bed the greater part of the time.
stubborn edges need only a little gentle hand rubbing. Gothes
LILIES, FREESIA, OXALIS, SCILLA,
Crooker were callers Sunday at Mrs.
been here the past season.
washed this safe, “no-scrub” way last longer. You’ll save money.
Mrs. Maurice Kalloch ls at the
Etta Marrlner's.
SNOW DROPS.
FOR
Great in washers
Leander Briggs is engaged in dig
home of her aunt. Mrs. Charles
PRICES range from 35 cents per dozen to 20 cents each
Rinso gives a lot of soapy, creamy, active sude that last and
ging potatoes at the Lawry farm.
Erickson.
•
last—even in hardest water. Recommended by the makers of
Our free circular in colors lists all varieties, with prices, when to
George Lawry is ill with influenza.
Mrs. Elbert Starrett ls suffering
plant, full information. Call or write for your FREE copy, NOW.
34 famous washers. Makes dishwashing and all cleaning
A few drops up each
Clifford Bickford is making exten
from the effects of a recent fall from
(6635)
nostril reduces
quicker and easier. Kind to your hands.
sive repairs on his barn.
a ladder.
swollen membranes,
FARM, DAIWv' and POULTRY tUPPUtS " MHOi""
Get the BIG package of Rinso today.
Mrs. Helen Bowes visited at her
Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Jameson were
clears away clog
Tested and approved by Good House
home
ln
Washington
recently
and
at

Rocklgnd visitors Friday.
ging mucus, brings
keeping Institute.
,
tended
the
Inspection
of
officers
of
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall and family
welcome relief.
Fond-du-Lac Chapter, O.E.S.
passed the weekend with Mrs.
A PRODUCT OF LEVER BROTHERS CO.
rtlXBAL and TCMWA 8T>W
Mrs. Etta Marriner attended the
Marshall's grandmother, Mn. Hilda
icks atro

THE TIGERS "BIG FOUR" PITCHERS

WHY WAKE UP NIGHTS?

Gives the thickest, liveliest
suds you ever saw!

BULBS

I

STUFFY HEAD

Kendall & Whitney

Post.

V

V

noi

Teacher*' Convention at Belfast.

THE BIGGEST-SELLING PACKAGE SOAP IN AMERICA

Every-Other-Day
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THOMASTON

“I’ve Stuck
to Socony for
20 Years!”

CAMDEN

The Community Brotherhood will
Walter Young has returned from
meet Tuesday evening at the Congre Boston where he underwent a major
gational vestry. Supper at 6 o'clock. operation.
Rev Corwin Olds of iRockland will be
Dr. and Mrs C. Q. Robbins of
the speaker on the subject "Canada "
Lawrence. Mass . are spending a few
Mrs Harry Chase of Rockland was days at Juniper Lodge. Lake Megun
guest Wednesday of Mrs. Viola Hatch ticook.
Rev H 8. Kllborn. pastor of the
Miss Hazel Chandler Is on a vaca
Baptist Church. Is ln Boston on a tion from her duties as asautant
bu-iness trip.
librarian at the Public Library
At the annual convention of the
Mrs. Clenda Higgins left by bus
Knox County Teacher's Association Wednesday for a visit with friends
held Tuesday in Rcckland. Mrs Mar- ln Botton
tha Carter and Colby Wood of the | A public beano and card party will
local schcol staff were chosen as al- j
tonignt at the K P hall for
ternates to the Maine Teachers As- 1 the benefit of Sons of Unlor.

Rev Mr Kllborn s topic for the!
morning sermon Sunday will be
"Dots the Problem of Employment
Reath to Eternity?" Music will be
Anthems "The Woods and Every
Sweet Smelling Tree" bv John A
West with sclo by Alfred M Strout.
“The Larger Prayer" by Oeorge W
Bennett response "Open Our Eyes"
by Will C. Maclarlane

HE POINT of this advertisement is not merely
that we’ve been in business a long time. But
rather... that year-in. year-out. car owners have
found it pay$ to “stick to Socony.”

T

We believe this confidence motorists have in
the Socony name is due to two important things:
First —to the many conveniences and the
helpful Friendly Service you find at Socony
Dealers: second—to the quality of the gasolines
and motor oils they sell, the finest that mod
em methods can produce!

Wherever you go... at home or along the road
... stop at the Sign of the Flying Red Horse for
all your motoring needs.
Today, more car owners go to this famous sign
—the sign of good gasoline and Friendly Service
— than to any other in America ... Mobilgas is
the nation’s largest-selling gasoline!

The Sign

CLOVER FARM STORES
GUARANTEE

FLOUR,
FLOUR,

ROLLED OATS tg pkg 19c

Miss Marjorie Steen would have
received *60 had she been at the
Comique Theater Tuesday night. As
a result of her absence. *80 will be
given away next Tuesday.
Mrs. David Crockett has returned
from a stay In Boston
Mrs. John Clayter will be hostess
at contract Friday afternoon at her
home on Mountain street.
Miss Mabie Howe Is on vacation
Mrs Luther Olidden and two chlldren have returned to Waldoboro from her duties as business manager
alter spending a few days with her at the telephone office,
parents. Mr. and Mrs Jo.eph Maxey
• • . .
Mrs Maurice Littlefield of Monroe
The weekly meeting of the Camden
is houseguest cf Mr and Mrs Ralph R^kport Lions Club was held TuesChesley for a few days
da>’ nl«ht at Wadsworth Inn. The
Mrs Orrin Creamer who has been nret ald team of
Camden Fire
visiting her mother. Mrs Olive Stone Departmennt consisting of chiel
in Cushing for the past ten days, has Allen Payson. Edward Dodge. Stanreturned to Walkers Corner
ton Dearborn
Clarence Thomas
The lad.es of Si John's Church and Harr> Earl «a»* an excellent
will hold a fcod sale in Walsh's store demonstration of first aid work
Saturday at 1 30 The Woman s Aux-, Edward Oonia of the Rockland Lion.*
tllary meets at the home of Mrs Lev- Club, was a guest A cash contrlbuensalcr on Knox street at 7 30 Serv- ' “«>n wa5 'ot*d 10 th« ,fam and th€lr
ices 8undav will be at 930 a. m.; [ *orlt was 8reatly praised,
church school at 10 45; and evensong
Mrs. L. M Chandler and Mrs
at 7 There will be Holy Communion Frank E Morrow are tn Boston tor
Friday at ( a m.
the week
Mrs Edward Venner and daughter
Mrs. Albert Decker entertains the
Barbara Anne of Cushing left Sunday W.C.T.U Friday afternoon at her
for Miami Fla., called by the critical home on Knowlton street,
illness cf Mrs Venner s mother.
The first fall meeting of th?
Mr and Mrs. Frank Whitney of Parent-Teachers' Association was
Pittsfield. Mass. who spent Ute week- ! held Tuesday night at the YMCA ,

1 Pkg. Clover Farm
One H or hot Mountain Grov

SYRUP

99c
79c

CAKE FLOUR, 29c

19c

FRESH PRODUCE

09c

BREAD,

Clover Farm—Lge Pkg

Both

MOLASSES,

■loin the Happy Crowd ot the "Flying Red Horse Tavern"—Great New Na
tional Radio Show. Enjoy the Beautiful Music. Thrills and Fun. Every Fri
day. 8.00 to 8.30 I*. .71.. WNAC, Columbia Network.

DYER’S

^CiOverFarm Stores
PINE TREE DIVISION

Eleanor Hansen; warden. Irene
Hansen; conductor. Dorothy Went
worth. R S N O. Blanche Puller; ,
I, S N G Jessie Beverage. R. 8 V
O Mabel Howe; L S V O. Roxie
Whitehouse; I. <3 Pearl Waldron; J
O. O . Alice Yates; chaplain. Laura
Puller Both installing officers were
from Rockland
The Installation
was followed by an entertainment
and refreshments
■ • • •
Fred Packard
Fred Packard died this morning
at the home of his daughter Mrs
Thomas McKay. Pearl street Be
sides Mrs McKay, he leaves a wife
and two daughters. Mrs. Arthur
Orlnnell of Camden and Mrs
Herbert Gardner of Rockland. Mass
Mr. Packard was born in North
Haven 82 years ago. He was a
member of Moses Webster Lodge F
and A M of Vinalhaven.
Funeral services will be held
Saturday at 2 o'clock from 5 Pearl
street Burial will be in Camden

Legal Notice
NOTICE* or FORECLOSURE
Whereas. Myrtle M Watts of Union
by her mort«a(r deed dated the
first day of May 1934 and recorded In
the Knox Regtotrv of Deeds, book 234.
page 554. conveyed to W A Bessey of
Union a certain parcel of real estate
wtth the buildings thereon, situate In
Union in the County of Knox and
State of Maine and bounded and des
cribed a* follows, vie:—
Beginning at the aoutheaaterly comer
of land occupied by Marston Barker on
the pond snore: thence southeasterly
by said pond s shore to land of Cyrus
O Stewart: thence westerly by said
Stewart * land to land of Austin Lucas;
thence westerly by said Luca* land to
land of said Barker and Bphralm Butler
to place of beginning, containing 37
acres, more or leas
And whereas the aforesaid W A.
Bessey duly assigned said mortgage to
the undersigned. Ensign Otis, by his
assignment dated the first day of May1934 snd recorded In Knox Registry of
Deeds In Book 173 Page 397. and where
as the condition of said mortgage has
been broken
Now therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof I claim
a foreclosure of said mortgage
Ensign Otto
September 24 1935
STATE OF MAINE
County of Knox SS September 24. 1933

Subscribed snd sworn to,
Before me.

E F Otto
Notary Public
116-119-123

I
-

I

The*e last few cold days have certainly made- a demand for
heavier clothing and so (ar have been able to supply every call, for
wc have a large stock of winter goods and you ought to tee the
prices. Notice—

MEN'S HEAVY COTTON UNION SLITS, with long or short
$1.00
sleeves, at
............................... -.........
$130
FLEECED LINED UNION SLITS at
............. .
$1.98
J5rt WOOL UNIONS, at
.......... -.......................
$2.98
50', UNION SI ITS. at
FLANNEL SHIRTS al prices to suit your pocketbook
$3.98
100', LNION SLITS, at
......................... $1.09. $1.75, $1.98. $230
FANCY SWEATERS in beautiful patterns
$1.00, S1.98, $5.00
HEAVY WOOL SWEATERS ...............................
$1.98, S3.75, $5.00
ZIPPER JACKETS, for boys in the newest model
$3.00
ZIPPER JACKETS, for men. al
$3.00, $3.75, $4.50, $5.00
MACKINAWS, for boys, at
$3.00, $5.00. $600
MACKINAWS, for men. at
....
$6.00. $7.50
CORDUROY PANTS, for hoys, are in great demand at this sea
son of the year, in both Knickers and Longies $1.50, $1.98, $3.00

ENNA JETTICKS

SIR 6UY STANDING

TOM

BROWN

WILLIS AYER

Saik Tfttmcq

$5.00 and $6.00
Suede, rough, sporty leather or dressy kid

RICHARD CROMWELL

MEN’S SHOES

WALK-OVERS AND NUNN BUSH
NOW PLAYING
“GIRL FRIEND"
with
ANN SOTIIERN
JACK HALEY

In the new fall rough leathers or dressy calfskins
Black or Brown—A to D

These shoes can be fitted properly due to our large range of sizes
and widths

EXPERT SHOE FITTING

Shows, 2.00. 6.30 and 8.30
Continuous Saturday, 2.00 to 10.30
Phone 852

HASKELL & CORTHELL
TELEPHONE 484

Oillmor of South Hiram were guexts | bM w, fan „„ your wan., In Dalrv
of Mr and Mrs Loren Teel recently *•>? ’5«1,rS
stovfr feed
-- ------------

----------

MFG CO . Rockland. Maine. Phone U00.
121-124
to -

I

«
t
An Ordinance relating to gasoline and
♦
. other Inflammable liquids
J ♦
Be it Ordained by the City Council of R ■
Rockland as follows
FURNISHED apartment to let INSec 1 No person, partnership or QUIRE 57 Crescent street
121-123
I corporation shall store, or keep for sale
pumraBLE apartmennt to let rooms
or use except In the tank of any auto and
bath. 104 NORTH MAIN St Tel
mobile or motor boat, a greater quanti 27-M_____________________________
122-124
ty than ten gallon* of gasoline, naphtha
or other inflammable liquid, ln any one
THREE to seven rooms to let furnished
building, store shop or other plgce or and unfurnished, excellent condition S3
location In the City of Rockland, except week up Apply 11 .James St______ 121-tf
as provided In this ordinance
OFFICE for rent, heated VESPER A
Sec 2 Any person, partnership or
corporation desirous of storing or keep LEACH 366 Main St_________ 1M-124
SMALL store on Union street to let.
ing for sale or use more than ten
gallons of gasoline, naphtha or other In- Apply CARVERS BOOK STORE. Main
122*127
, flammable liquid, in the manner de- treet
I fined in the preceedlng section shall
MODERN apartment to let with
i make written application for a license garage
4 rooms furnished and heated
so to do to the Mayor and City Council. 88 Pleasant
St Tel 913-J_______ 121-126
1 particularly describing the building,
FIVE
room upstair tenement to let
store, shop, place or location, or part or
portion thereof for which such license Flush, lights and shed 812 per month,
Is deal red; which application before be water paid Tel 611-W or 1017-J H B
ing acted upon by said municipal offi BARTER__________________________ 121-tf
cers shall be by them referred to the
TENEMENT of five rooms to let. with
Chief Engineer of the Fire Department, garage. 80 MASONIC ST. Tel. 299-W
who shall forthwith examine the pro-*"
118-tf
posed location and report In writing to
ROOM tp let to ladv roomer, kitchen
the municipal officers his opinion rela
privileges. _10
GURDY ST
121*123
tive to the propriety and safety thereof __________
_______________________
_
.vUch. License shall be
SIX rooni house to let at 42 Chestnut
granted for the storing and keeping qL street flush, lights, garage MRS 8 H.
gasoline, naphtha or other Inflammably' LEACH. Tenant s Harbor. Me Tel 60
liquids on any sidewalk, street square'
121*123
or wharf within the limits of said c.»,y, —
unless contained in a steel tank, burled , FURNISHED ROOMS to let with
ln the
grounds,
kitchen
privileges,
private
family; bath.
...
----- In such manner as the I U
—a
—o~.
81
UNION ST Tel
municipal officers may prescribe; nor heat, hot water.
121-1?6
In any portion of any building, occupied 836-R
ln whole or ln part as a dwelling houee
TENEMENT to let all modern con
nor on any floor of any building above vinces. Apply MRS ROSE 100 Union
the street floor provided, however, that street Tel 1049-J_______________ 120*122
license may be granted for the storing .
SIX ROOM
second floor flat’ with
and keeping of gasoline, naphtha, or
„
other Inflammable liquids in cellars, or
tiTZl£}M12?fl,ti»c>,n?y- Il”iu}re ^**
on the street floor of any building not;
BICKNELL. 82 Llmerock St,
120*122
used as a dwelling house, as aforesaid:
or ln any other safe and suitable locali
SMALL furnished apartment to let at
ties. In such quantities above ten gal 20 Orange St. Price reasonable CALL
lons as the municipal officers may ln 917-W days<__________________ 120-122
each case determine, when the same
HOUSE with garage on HUI street,
shall be kept and contained ln steel
near Broadway Also one half house
drums, securely closed.
Sec.4 Every iperson. partnership or corner of Grove and Union Sts Apply
118-tf
corporation licensed as provided In this ftt 294 BROADWAY. Tel 104-M
ordinance, shall at all times allow free
FIVE AND SIX room apartments to
access to premises where inflammables let. redecorated, bath, heater, garage,
mentioned In Sec. 1. are stored, to the garden. 12 KNOX ST Tel. 156-W
Chief Engineer or any Assistant EnglI neer of the Fire Department, or to the
FIVE room apartment with garage to
I municipal officers, or any of them, for
the purpose of Inspecting and examin let. ALICE FULLER 25 Linden St.
ing said premises, and the methods of
storage and keeping of .said articles
FOUR room apartment to let. un
thereon
furnished. Toilet and lights $3 50 week.
Sec
5. Every person licensed as V. F. STUDLEY. 286 Main St. Tel 1154
provided In this ordinance shall pay __________ _
112-tf
therefor the sum of two dollars and
FURNISHED apartment to let. All
such license, unless revoked, shall con modern
water heat Apply F. L.
tinue and be ln force until revoked by SHAW. 47 Hot
No. Main St. Tel. 422-R
the City Council after reasonable notice J-*'
109-tf
to the licensee, or after conviction as’
provided ln the following section.
Sec.6. Any person, partnership. Op
corporation who shall violate tlu
provisions of this ordinance or the terms
and conditions of any license granted
by virtue hereof, shall forfeit and pay
not exceeding twenty dollars for each
offense; and upon conviction thereof
KEYS! KEYS' KEYS! Keys made to
said license shall be and become
absolutely revoked and of no further order Keys made to fit all locks when
effect and operation. In case of viola original keys are lost House. Office or
tion of this ordinance by a corporation. Car, Code books provide keys for all
Its resident manager, foreman, or locks without bother. Scissors and
Knives sharpened Promnt service. Rea
superintendent In charge may be prose sonable
prices. CRIE HARDWARE CO .
cuted.
Main
St.. Rockland. Tel. 791.
118-tf
Sec.7 Chapter 46 of the Revised Ordinances. Approved April. 1925. H « LADH58—Reliable hair goods at Rock
lierfby repealed
Hereafter the ier* land Hair Store, 24 Elm 8t Mall orders
going ordinances shall be known as solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
Chapter 46 In lieu of the Chapter here
118-tf
by repealed.
M. F. Lovejoy
M. M. Condon
Committee on Ordinances and By-Laws
Turn That Vacant Room
In City Council.
Into Cash With a
October 7. 1935.
Read and passed, under suspension of

TO LET

• MISCELLANEOUS ’

Wc have added to our line of Mens Snappy Footwear t vo of the
leading lines in the country

and Osa Midshipatan ot tho U S Naval Acadaaag

In fart if there’s anything you need to keep warm with, why call
upon us. Probably we can supply the order.

READ THE ADS

Many of the newest models in Sport and Dress styles stocked in fcoth
Black and Brown—AAA to D—3 to 9

ROSALIND KEITH
’

E

CITY OF ROCKLAND MAINE

LOOK OVER OUR NEW FALL LINE OF

extra. L. A PACKARD, RFD, Thom
aston
118-131
BEST ORADE old growth mountain
wood for sale, under cover, thoroughly
dry; Junks 89 50; fitted. 810 WALTER
E SPIEAR. 236 Rankin St. Tel 383-R
______ 114*128
TWO nrw 32x4 automobile tires for
sale cheap also second-hand Lynn oil
burner good condition. W 6 TRIPP.
S59 Old County road. Highland*- 122*124
""organ Separator
Beds. Chairs.
Sewing Mechlne
Pictures
Vletrola
etc for sale WALDO CHRISTIANSON
Washington Me_________________ 122-124
GOOD variety of apples for sale on
tree
Price reasonable CALL ROCKLAND. 793-W alter 4 p m________ I2l»tf
~REGISTERED Boston Terriers for
half price, male and female E A
MATHEWS Union
122*124
—MODERN
parlor
atove
for »ale
combination coal and wood grate 13
STATE ST Tel 99SW
121*123
ONE milch cow. 3 heifer* and rifle*.
Will trade for one horse »led and nawrig CHARLES ERICKSON
Box
98
...------ _______________________________
122’lt
Warren
SECOND hand large Clarion living
room Hove for rale good looking, good
heater SIS Address "H " Courier-Gazette

MAN wanted (or Rawlelgh Route of
800 families Write today RAWLE1OH
DEPT M E J -74-S A
________________________ 12*9124
_____________________________ H9*Th -131 ]
SET of one-horse wheel* for sale.
RELIABLE young salesmen with ear shaft* and axles or trade C F.
(very good
Inducement! who
can 1 PRESCOTT Tel 189-W_________ 122*124
furnish beat references and good eecurlty
GUERNSEY cow and pair Percheron
and want
to operate amusement
machine* on percentage bails Connec Mare* ,or sale Cow full blooded grand
daughter
Don Dlaavolo of Linda Vista.
ticut Amusement Machine Co. 294
New much, large and capable of b-t*er
North Main 8t. Waterbury Conn
than
20
qt*
a day Mare* full slaters. 8
*________________ 120-122 '
9 yrs. old Wt 3300. powerful and
EXPERIENCED young woman wanted and
sound ROSE HILL FARM. Owl s Head.
(or general houne work and care of Me Tel 341-R_________________ 121-138
children In ManarhuurtU family Mu-t
be free to travel aouth this winter K ~SECOND HAND stoves, large water
desired Salary S3 weekly Write giving tank window* and lumber C E GROTage religion, experlenee reference to TON 13S Camden St Tel. 1214-M
121-123
postoff ice BOX
98. Needham. Maaa
........ ...................
120*122
GOOD cider apple* for sale fifty
EXPERIENCED young woman wanted rent* a barrel. ALEX WALLENIUS.
for general housework Call at 38 MA Union. Maine ___ ___________ 121*123
SONIC 8T Tel 823
134-188
___________
__ 4 "7CIRCULATING heater for sale good
WANTED to exchange expert sign. condition. 110 N F CAMERON. Tenants
121*123
lettering and punting for used build-1 Harbor Tel 48-2
lng material or old building wood
1928 NASH Touring Light Six for sale
x-ertea. other mdse J H MOODY 81 oiiiv dylven 19000 miles, good tire*.
wer Broadway
122*7S’ newly painted, mechanically good aa
_______________________________________
WANTED Representative to look alter >’» P'1" ,5° **» exchange for cow or
our magazine subscription Interests In pullets ERNEST L. STARRETT Warren
Rockland and vicinity Our plan en-„ Tel 43-12________________________ 126*122
tbl*iJ5U
* *00d p,rt of the
COW to freshen within a week. MRS?
hundred* of dollars aprnt In this vlctnl- JENNIE WRIGHT. Clark Island Mr
tv each tall and winter for magazines
121*123
Oldest agency In U 8 Guaranteed low- ■
------- ;—,
■ ———
art rates on all periodicals, domestic* FURNIT RE for salr ABRAM L FISH
and foreign
Instructions and equip- 82 Olen 8 . Rockland.
126*122
ment free Start a growing and perTROMBONE lor aale Silver with oold
ln vbolc or spare time bell; good condition, sacrifice price lor
A*lrc« MOORE-COTTRELL Inc Way- immediate sale Tel 29-M
126*122
land Road. North Cohocton. N Y
1 ————----- —------ =----------.
.
122*1X1
To
estate House st 17 James
St.. Rockland lor sale also Prince bouse
POSITION as chef or order cook want Spear St R,x*kport
Inquire of F H
ed Best of references. HORACE PERRY. Ingraham or your own Real Estate
Orace St.. City.
-tf agrnt MRS A M A1J FY 13 Charles
IIS-132
YOUNO man wants work of any kind St Salem. Mass
High School graduate Has Chauffeur’s
APPLEK for sale. McIntosh and St.
license to drive car TEL 972-J.
Lawrence MRS J. F CALDERWOOD.
119*121
Union Me
118*123
PRACTICAL nursing wanted EVA
LEGITT‘8 CREEK no-slate anthracite.
AMES Tel 1293
122*124 Pocahontas lumpy.soft coal, fitted hard
SMALL old fashioned Victorian desk, and soft wood J. It. PAULSEN Tri.
114*119-tf
wanted, roll top preferred without book Thomaston 84-2.
case write BOX 313. Thomaston 122*124
ALL kinds dry wood, fitted »9 Lumber
Four or five rooms furnished and SIS to S30 per SI T J CARROLL Tel
113-tf
heated apartment wanted Write Apart 283-21 Rockland
-----8A1X Extra
Large
iloney
ment The Courter-Oaarttr
121*123
IOR
rrlrlnrator •avln< Values Stover’s
Ma*h and
SECOND
hand
Elec
«
Growing
Feed
SI
W
bag
M
F
L
Egg
wanted In good condition bought
or I
hired Tel 43-JK
122-124i Ma<h 12 00 bag Farmer’s Favorite Dairy
Feed SI 73 bag Stover's Pride Dairy Feed
FIFTY TONS sound Cider apples SI 93 bag Mix Feed SI .55 bag Middling*
wanted at once Mill runs every day J SI 55 bag Pig and Hog Feed S2 05 bag
H SIMONTON West Rockport
120*123
122: Gran Meal 5 lb bag l»rl0 lb* <bulki
OOOD used steam boiler wanted for 33c Buckwheat Flour U) lb bag 30c.
heating residence BOX 142 Wlntrrpor* Rolled Oats 5 lbs 25c Chlpao 10c pkg.
Me
122-124 Pride Soap 12 bars 25c Compound Lard
4 lba 59c Matches 6 pkg’ 25c White
Rose Flour 87c bag. Carnation Flour
87c bag Quick Arrow Soap Flakea 2
PORT CLYDE
pkg* 25c Fancy Rarbadoea Molaaae*
i 87c gal Salt Pork 21c lb Superba Sweet.
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Simmon* arc ' Mixed Pickles qt Jar 25c Axe Handles
25c and 39c each Hatchet Handle* 15c
visiting relatives in Attlebqro Mass each Hammer Handles 10c each Water
1
Ouy Brawn and daughter Elizabeth Palls 25c each Caaco Paint. All colors
Si 79 gal 59 qt Dlrlgo Roof Coating
of South Portland and Mis.s Edith SI 25 gal Dlrlgo Plastic 5 lbn 89c Rolled
i Roofing SI 50 and S2 50 roll. Cement 90c

Legal Notice

ROCKPORT

A Paramount Picture with

*
I :
.
4 I

WANTED

|

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Tho 'Bongo! Lanootf
o I tho U S Na r y

I
»
w

FANCY MEATS

Men's suits, 29 cents; ladies' onepiece dresses, plain. 19 cents very
thoroughly dry cleansed and pressed
at The People's Laundry 17 Limercck street. Rockland. Tel. 170. Free
delivery service.—adv.

Capt. Charles Wooster has returned
from a fhort stay ln Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. John Andrews have
closed their home on Commercial
street and will occupy the Hall house
on Chestnut street. Camden for the
Winter.
A rehearsal of the work will follow
the regular meeting cf Harbor Light
Chapter OES next Tuesday evening
and it is urged that each officer be
present. At 6.30 picnic supper will be
served with Mrs. Marion Cash and
Mrs. Louite Holbrook as supper com
mittee.
Mrs. Albert E Crockett and son
Arthur of Rockland and Mrs. Lena
E. York who motored last week to
Lynn. Ma?s.. and were guests of Mr.
and Mis. A W St. Clair, have retu'.ncd. accompanied bv Mr.. St. Clair
who will pass two weeks with her
mother. Mrs. York, and will a’jo visit
her sister, Mrs. Crockett, in Rock
land.

■(***-***********■

25c

Cheap flour carries suspicion with
it. Hardesty's Peerless is not the
cheapest, but the best—adv.
116-Th-122

Mobilgas-Mobiloil

g-rag—

Glendale—two 12 oi cans

ORANGES. Sunkist Valencia.
Rl MP STEAK.
lb 25c
tw alse.
dot 2.7c CORNED BEEF, fancy brisket.
Ib 19c
CELERY,
large bunch 10c

end with Mr. Whitney s brother Hal- with a large attendance. Mrs. Noel
var Whitney of Hartland and his C. Little of Brunswick, president of
sister Miss Eliza Whitney, returned the State Parent-Teachers' Assoctatlon. gave an Instructive talk. These
home Monday.
President
The W.C.T.U. will meet with Mrs. officers were elected:
Cheap Hour carries suspicion with j
Ora Woodcock on Hyler street Friday Mrs Rose Le Blanc: vice-president.
at 2.30 Reports of the State Conven Milford Payson; secretary, Mrs It. Hardesty's Peerleta is not the
adv.
1 Emma McGrath; treasurer. Fre ti cheapest, but the best—116-Th-122
tlon will be made.
'
Mrs. Emma Kalloch ls suffering erlck Richards An exhibition was
made of the drawings and paintings
from an infected hand.
Joel Miller and Virgil Young went of the Knox County schools which
Wednesday to Augusta to take exami- competed this year for the annual
nation for registered druggists.
cash prizes given by the four Garden
Barlow H Weatheiby cf New York Clubs of»the County and known as
j city Is ln town, and overseeing a cot-' the Knox County Garden ClubsI '.age which he Is having built at Junior Art Awards. Miss RosamonJ
I Pleasant Point. Cushing
Graham gave an Interesting address
At the Girl Scout meeting. Sunday concerning the work An entertatnafternoon Isabelle Watts was award-, ment was presented and refresh
ed the Tenderfoot pin Tuesday aft- menu served. The next meeting will
ernoon a hike was enjoyed to Cush- be Nov. 12 and a supper will be
ing and South Warren, ending at the served. A membership drive is now
Levensaler house where a supper of on. the result of which will be announced at the November meeting.
beefsteak and onions was served.
• • • •
Simon Hahn cf Cambridge. Mass .
The
annual
Installation
of Maiden
Is visiting his father. Roland Hahn,
Cliff Rebekah Lodge was held
while on vacation.
Mr and Mrs. William Tessin of Wednesday evening and these officMattapan. Maw have moved into ers w,‘re mstalled by District Deputy
the Maynard Brazier house on Hyler
Mrs Rosalind E Sawyer.
assisted by Mrs. Helen Clark as
street.
Mrs. Myra Strong has returned to district deputy marshal; N G Mary
the home of her sister Mrs. N. F. An- Mitchell; V. O.. Marion Oray; sec
i drews after visiting Mrs. Martha retary, Bessie Bowers; treasurer.
| Coombs in Camden.

The Parent-Teacher Association
will meet In the High School assembly
hall this evening. Thursday at 7.30
c'clcck. Supt. iFrarfk D. Rowe of j
Warren wiJJ be the speaker. An en
tertainment has also been arranged.

PAIR of gold rimmed spectacles
red case lost, sometime Saturday Le121*tf
POCKETBOOK lost containing sum of
money and papers Reward MRS M A
MORRIS. 23 Tea St
121*123
BILLFOLD lost containing *23 In h* !.,
somrwbere on Main St Saturday R*ward Return to The Courler-Oaze’te
_________________________________ 121*123
A salesman S brief case found j
Owner can have same by applying to'
JAMFS SEAVEY 8 112 So Mein 8t and |
paying charges
122-124 I

et The Courter-Oazette

Clover Farm—Long Loaf

Clover Farm—Reg. or Quirk

PANCAKE FLOUR

: LOST AND FOUND

1.15

GLENDALE
M's POI ND BAG
SNOW CRl'SI' PASTRY
M'j POIND BAG

♦

SALE
1FOR
V1Y ajniala

1

exceed three line* inserted once for
cents, three times Jot SO cent* AddlWHY NOT buy your lumber direct
tional lines Bvt cents each for one time,
10 cents for “
three time*. Six words from the manufacturer end eave? Also
wood et the mill from *1 up Delivery
make a line.

flour
We know you'll like It
M'a Ib bag

•R

Everybody’s Column f

Adverttoaments tn thia oolumn not to

CLOVER FARM

relation.

Veterans Prizes will be given
Mr. and Mrs I M Fought of Me- • Miss Harriet L. Olli entertained
chan.ceburg, Penna., are guests of the Breakfast Club this week at Mrs
their daughter Mrs E T Dornan and Leo F. Strong s camp. Birch Villa, at
Mr Dornan.
[ Hosmer Pond.

In

CAMDEN, ME.

8^6 B'lW1 K»i]WW!W"WW<»W,WI'W'W’Wfla'W'«»:'W9W»V»'’W

Rules.

Attest:

E R Keene City Clerk.
Approved. October 7. 1935

i,;

L. A Tbunton. Mayor.
. . .
122-Th -128

“To Rent” Advertisement
in The Courier-Gazette
Telephone 770

1
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Lvery-Other-D«y

tflirfuatJlltanlic (^Pacific Vta. (wnpanij

Managers’
and Clerks’
Week
Again A. fit P. Managers and Clerks offer for your

approval many exceptional values in celebrating

Here are a few of them.

their week.

Grapefruit Juice Sundine

3 IS-oi. cant 25c

Birds-Eye Matches

6 boxes 25c

Waldorf Toilet Paper

6 rolls 25c

Palmolive Soap
Scot Tissue

6 cakes 25c

3 rods 25c

Corned Beef Armoer's
Super Suds

2 12-01. cant 29c

3 11-oi.pkgs. 25c
Friend’s Beans Paa, Kidney and Yellow Eye 2 2*?1 29c

Baker’s Bcxcrt

Ice Cream Powder 3 pkgs. 25c

Vegetable Soup Snider's

3 28-oz. cans 25c

Whitehouse Evaporated Milk
Case of 48 14Jj oi. cant S2.79

•

pkg. 21c

Sky Flake Wafers Uneeda Baker s

Ib. 31c

Oreo Sandwich Uneeda Baker's

Ann Page Baking Powder
Chocolate Fudgies,

pound can 17c
2 lbs 25c

Johnson-Educator

4 '»-««• cant 29c

r«i.r« ut»i

TOMATOES

CHKTERFIELD CIGARETTES
2 Hr- 25c
NOXON
Fof Cleaning and Folishing Silver, g n botUr 2?r.
&I
a« Chromium,
f'krnnn turn etc.
Glass,
Pi"» 19C

WELCH'S GRAPE JUICE

pound pig 25c

MATINEE TEA
MELLO-WHEAT
IONA PEAS
LONG CIGARETTES

21 -OZ. Pk« 19c
20-ol can | Oc

Pk« 15c
24«/2-lb.

Family Flour SunnyfIeld

89c
*8* 83c
bag

Pastry Flour Sunnyfi#,d
White or
Colored
Highest quality
Creamery

CHEESE,
BUTTER,

Aged Just
right
print or
tub .

lb 23c

Ib 29c

Sl'NNYFIELO. 1-4 pound prints.

lb 31c

BEAD MOLASSES

GOLD DUST

Mtnq Foy Brand
4-ot. can 13c

One Coke of Foiry Soap FREE
with each large packago of
Gold Dust purchased
36 oz. package 20c

GULDEN S MUSTARD
8 01. jar 13c

DRANO

RAJAH EXTRACTS

Cleans Out Drains
12-oz. can 22c

Lemon, Vanilla, Ogpnge. Almond
2 oz. bottle 25c

WINDEX

FLEISCHMANNS YEAST
t«i« 3c

For Cleaning Windows
6-oz. bottle 19c

POULTRY AND DAIRY FEEDS
Daily Egg

Scratch Feed
Daily Egg

Mash Feed

25-lb. bag

53c 100-lb. bag $2.09

25-lb. bag

57c

100-lb. bag $2.19

Milky Way

Dairy Feed '«*• b,« '♦%

$1.3 5 20% Fro*,i" $1.55

SPARKLE

Except
Coffer
Flavor

Gelatine Dessert

3', 07.
PKGS.

FAMOUS A 4 P COFFEES
BOKAR
Vigorous and Winey
RED CIRCLE
*ieb ‘"d Fullbodi,d
EIGHT O'CLOCK
Mild *"d M,ll#w

17c
♦in 2lc
lb. 19c
>b- 17c

1c SALE

ROYAL

DESSERTS

3 packages 19c
With one package of Royal Chocolate Pudding for le more

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

dozen
10 pounds
6 pounds
2 bunches
pound
2 bunches
2 bunches

ORANGES, Valencia,
SWEET POTATOES,
CABBAGE,
•
CELERY, Crisp,
BANANAS, Mellow and Ripe,
CARROTS,
BEETS,

19c
19c
lOc
19c
05c
09c
09c

AT OUR MEAT MARKETS
Our quality meats are the best tShtainable. Each piece bears
double U. S. Governmdnt Inspection and is sold on a money-back
guarantee if you arc not entirely satisfied with the quality.

BONELESS CHUCK ROAST,
SLICED HAM, mild sugar cured,
LAMB LEGS, Genuine Spring,
lAMB CHOPS, Genuine Spring Rib
LAMB FORES. Genuine Spring.

lb 29c
lb 39c

Ib 25c
lb 29c: Kidney, lb 39c
,
>b 17c

ATLANTIC & PACIFIC

WE BUY

OLD

GOLD

Ck"nSs&.s?,,,ieU
S7S MAIN STBEET, ROCKLAND
71-tf

Why suffer tortures from Rheuma
tism. Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscular
Lameness, Sprains and Bruises when
METHYL BALM
will bring almost Instant reuerr
JOHNSTON'S DRUG STORE
377 Main St., opposite Knox County
Trust Co., Rockland

Sent Post Paid on receipt of Prt®®
50 cents
18-Th-tf

®SOG ETY
l

r

arrlvala, this depart
ment especially desire. Information of
I social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
| gladly received.
TELEPHONE------------------------- 174 ar 7M

Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Leach who
have recently moved from Ocean
street to the attractive • Ludwig
bungalow on James street were
tendered a surprise housewarming
Saturday night by friends. Present
| besides the Leaches were Mr. and"
Mrs. Daniel Snc/w. Mr and Mrs. John
Snow, Mr and Mrs Ronald Messer.
Mr and Mrs. Daniel Paulltz and Mr
and Mrs. Al. Donaldson. The guests
brought the makings of an abundant j
lunch, and bridge furnished diver
sion. Mr. and Mrs. Leach were
presented with a coffee table.
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Special Sale—Thursday,
Friday and Saturday

The attractive Veazle farm on
Rankin street was the scene of a
happy gathering Tuesday evening
when Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Veazle
played hosts to Chapin Class and
guests to the number of 26. There
was a picnic supper, after which the
women sewed and the men displayed
their prowess in cards. Tire meet
ing of next Tuesday evening will be
with Miss Edna Payson, Orace
street.

New Wool Dresses
Misses’ and Women’s
14 to 32

Mr. and Mrs Leon Bennett. Miss
Christine Follett and E. P. Colson,
of North Scituate, R. I. were at Mr.
Colson's cottage "The Other House,”
at Ash Point for the weekend. They
were accompanied here by Miss
Flora Colson coming from Boston
University to spend the weekend with
Every dress in this group is NEW ... in fact over
her parents Mr. and Mrs. Fred Col
Browne Club opens its Reason
fifty of them arrived by express only this morning.
son.
Friday at 7:30 at the Comer Build
We knew they were outstanding when we purchased
ing i Summer and Main streets I.
Mr. and Mrs. John Casteronis of
them for this SPECIAL SALE. And even our sales
Important business makes good at Camden and Mrs Edward Sansom of
people exclaimed when these dresses were unpacked.
tendance imperative.
Rcckland were dinner guests Wed
nesday of Mr and Mrs. Lloyd Moody
t Miss Lilia Sherman who entered: in Rockport.
SIZES 14 TO 42
Farmington Normal School this fall
is a patient at the Franklin County
Mrs. May Robbins of Union is
Blues, browns, reds, plaids, navys, wines,
Hospital where she underwent an spending the week with Mr and Mrs.
green, rust, tan. purple, grey
J operation for acute appendicitis. Her E. C Pavson
i mother. Mrs. Evelyn Sherman, is
E. F A Club was entertained at
' with her.
Plain colors, smartly trimmed with contrasting wools,
dinner and cards bv Mrs. L. F. Chase
kerchief necks, two-piece effects, velvet trimmings,
Mrs. Lewis Smalley and daughter and Mrs. J. S. Jenkins at Chase Farm
new sleeve effects, models that button all the way
Donna have Joined Mr. Smalley in ' Honors went to Mrs. Harry French.
Chicago where he was recently trans Mrs. Benjamin Philbrook. Mrs Jen
down, silk braid trimmings on the women’s mode's
kins. Mrs Hattie Davies and Mrs.
ferred by Swift & Co.
—in fact almost everything you could imagine in
Chase.
these
dresses, including deep hems, which are seldom
Mrs Fred T. Veazle was hostess
Mr. and Mrs Dudley Mears and
found in dresses at this price. Nicely tailored.
j to TH E Club Monday evening.
Miss Ruth Pendleton are visiting this
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse E. Bradstreet week at Metinic
The price—WE THINK IT SPEAKS FOR ITSELF
have returned from a visit wtth
Mr. and Mrs U. V. Scott of East
friends in Island Pond. Vt. On the
homeward trip, through the White Angus. Quebec, are guests of Mr and
Mountains they stopped at Franconia Mrs. Elmer Ames
j and Crawford Notches.
Rubinstein Club opens its season
D&P Club played cards Monday Friday at 2:15 at the Universalist
evening at the home of Miss Marian vestry, wtth Mrs. Nettie Bird Frost
Mail Orders Filled—While They Last
' Upham. Rockport, with honors go in charge of a miscellaneous pro
ing to Mrs Raymond Cross. Mrs. gram. Federation reports will be
Lewis Coltart. and Mrs Viva Kalloch. presented, also an outline of the I
Reed of Rcxbury, Miss Mildred E. P
year's work.
Mrs. Lydia Storer. I TWO CHAPTERS MET
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Church have president. Is calling a board meeting
Jones of Oreenville, Dela.. A. Ray
returned from a visit with relatives to follow the program .
Kennard of Dover. N. H-, O W
D. A. R. Session At “Mont Fraser and Miss Alice Fraser of Wol
in Jonesport.
pelier" With Gov. Brann laston Ma t. Homer E. Rcbinson.
WEBBER-HAWES
—
Major and Mrs. George Blaney
President cf the Knox County Sons
The home of Mrs. Elizabeth Hawes
As
Guest Of Honor
and Rev and Mrs. Corwin H Olds in Union was the scene of a charm
•
____
cf the American Revolution and
are guests of Thompson L. Guernsey ing wedding Saturday evening when . The Joint meeting of Oen Henry Mayor Leforest A. Thurston of Rock
at Boarstone Mountain, near Ban her daughter. Mary' Norwood was
Kncx Chapter of this town and Lady land.
gor, for a few days.
united tn marriage to Dana Otis Knox Chapter of Rockland which
CASTINE NORMAL
Mrs. David Talbot. Miss Maude Webber of Montague. Mass., ln the was he id Mcnday afternoon at "Mont
presence
of
a
small
group
of
relatives
pelier''
was
a
very
interesting
and
en

Pratt, Harry Pratt and Miss Martan
The social event ol the week cen
and friends.
joyable affair. It wa? opened by Mrs
Weidman of Rockport have returned
tered
around a Joint faculty-student
Decorations, while carried out on Anzalone. president of Henry Knox
from Boston.
welcoming
banquet, given Wednes
a note of simplicity, were especially’ Chapter, presenting Mrs. Anne Snow
day
evening,
to the incoming matron
attractive.
The
ceremony
was
per

who.
as
president
of
the
Knox
Me

Mr and Mrs Walter Bay and two
rhildren who have been at Mrs. Bay’s formed in the living room where the morial Association gave the address of Richardson Hall, Miss Emma Mc
former home at Ash Point left Tues bay window was flanked by ever of welcome to Montpelier. Prayer Cullough. Speaches by members of
day for Guatemala. Central America, greens and late fall flowers. The was offered by Rev. Corwin H Olds the student body and Principal Hall,
where Mr. Bay is In the employ of room was lighted with candles and chaplain of the Knox Memorial Asso made up the program of the evening
a cheery tire burned In the grate at ciation followed by a roll call of each Clayton Pomroy '37 of Hancock
the United Frutt Company.
served as toastmaster
one end of the room.
Chapter
• • • •
John Henry Holt is a patient tn the
Mrs Anzalone introduced Gov
Rev. T. C. Chapman of the
Thursday
evening
in Richardson
, Wills Hospital in Philadelphia.
Methodist Episcopal Church used the Louis J. Brann an honor guest and
• I
■—
double ring service In an Impressive principal speaker. Oov. Brann's re Hall, the boys' fraternity held an
Mrs R. D. Savllle and Mrs. Her manner. Mrs. Herbert Hawes sang marks were words cf encouragement- organizing and planning banquet at
bert Mullen won bridge honors when "I Love You Truly” and played the to those who have the future of 6:15. Several pledges were present.
Chummy Club
played Tuesday "Bridal March" from Lohengrin. The "Montpelier' close to their hearts, President Foster Fitzpatrick '37 of
evening at the home of Mrs. Edward bride was preceeded by Priscilla emphasizing the benefit of such a South Bancroft presided.
• • • •
Oonia. Late lunch was served.
Hawes and Madolyn Hawes, the structure to the whole State of Maine
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Lee spent
flowers girls, both dressed ln red. as well as to the town, and urged
Mrs. H. C. Copeland is the guest
the weekend In Castine with their
Norma Hawes and Arthur Hants that the life of Oen. Knox be studied
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Gardner
In
the
schools
as
an
Inspiration
to
were the ring bearers. The bride
ln Rockport.
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
was given away by her oldest brother the scholars, and especially he spoke
of how rich Maine was in historic
Miss Eva Ames who has been at Herbert A. Hawes.
The bride's attractiveness was spots and that such places should be
the home of Mr. and Mrs Ralph L.
properly marked The beauties and
I Smith. Broad street, for 11 weeks. strikingly set off by a dress of mid
advantages of Maine as a recreational
night
blue
chepe
with
which
she
1 raring for Mrs. Smith, has returned
center were strongly put forth by
wore
a
corsage
of
gardenias.
to her home.
An informal reception followed the Oov. Brann
—
The State Regent of the Daughters
J Mr. and Mrs. Irl Hooper have re ceremony. Miss Cora Hawes. Miss
Mrs. Victor L. Binford of Roxbury
turned from Sedgwick where they Edith Hawes, and Mrs. Irving
spoke on the activities and achieve
were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. French, sisters of the bride, assisted
ments of the organization and of the
in serving while the bride cut the
Dwight Brown.
interest she found as she visited the
bride's cake. The couple made their
Miss Edna Gregory and Mrs. departure at an early hour amid various chapters of the State. Judge
Edward K. Oould of Rockland was a
Gladys S. Morgan presented a pro- much merriment.
very interesting speaker, voicing
; gram of piano and vocal solos before
Mrs. Webber is a graduate of
the Woman's Community Club of Union High School and Miss Pore- "Montpelier's’ ' advantages tp the
town and State, also cf many other
Union Tuesday afternoon.
hand's School of Arts and Sciences
historic places about Thomaston and
in Boston. For several years she has
William Tait. Jr„ who has been a been employed by the Boston Con along the Georges River. Mrs. Lois
patient at Children's Hospital ln solidated Gas Co., and is a general M Creighton spoke of the number of
Portland for several months has re favorite of all who know her. Mr visitors which had registered at
turned home, much Improved in Webber is the son of Mr. and Mrs "Montpelier" during the past season
and which was very gratifying
health.
Willard Webber of Montague, Mass.
The meeting was followed by a tea
He graduated from Arms Academy which was served in the library of
Shakespeare Society opened its
OF THE
and Massachusetts State College the house. The table decorations
season Monday evening at the home
where he was prominent tn all forms were unusually attractive with a
of Mrs. Rosalba Littlefield, 26 mem
bers responding to the roll call. Act of athletics, especially football and large centerpiece of fall asters in
basketball. He was captain of the pastel shade;, and with tall pink
1 of "L'Aiglon." the Clcmence Dane
A PoramounI Picturo wilh 1
M. S. track team. For the past five candles on each end of the table, all
version of Rostand's famous play,
years he has taught ln the West- being arranged by Mrs. Emily Stevens
DEAN JAGGER
was read, with Mrs. Angelica Olover
port. i Mass.) High School. While of Rockland. The pourers were Mrs
leading. Readers were Miss Winifred
GAIL PATRICK
Coughlin. Mrs. Ethel Lovejoy, Mrs. located on the Cape, he played foot Hazel Anzalone. regent of Henry
ball
with
the
New
Bedford
First
Knox Chapter, and Mrs. Donald Karl,
Leola Wiggin. Mrs. Littlefield. Mrs.
EDWARD ELLIS
Katherine Derry, Mrs. Glover and Baptist Boys, winning many champ regent of Lady Knox Chapter
ionships.
He
is
at
present
instructor
IENNY RARER
They were assisted by the following
Mrs. Gertrude Wooster. Mrs. Ruth
IARRY "RUSTIR" CRAIII
Watson presented a paper "Heirs of of mathematics and athletic coach iadies who served the guests: Mrs.
Chapter No. 1
Napoleon," and others were "Na in the Auburn (Mass.i High School Eliza Walker. Mrs. Mary Overlock.
Out of town guests were Mr and Mrs. George M. Derry, Mrs. Lilia
poleon. the Husband" by Mrs. Orace
"THE PHANTOM EMPIRE"
with
Lawrence.
and
"Napoleon,
the Mrs. Willard Webber and daughter Elliot of Thomaston. Mrs. If A. BufFRANKIE DARRO
Emperor," by Miss Caroline Little Lucille of Montague. Mass.: Mrs funi. Mrs. H. P Blcdgett. Mrs Wal
TODAY
field. The meeting Oct. 21 will be at Sarah Hilton of Dorchester. Mass.; ter Ladd. Mrs. George L. St Clair,
.1. RLONDELL. G. FARRELL
the home of Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood. Mr. and Mrs. Irving French of Bel Miss Ellen Cochran. Mrs L. A. Thurs
ill
In Hardestys Peerless Flour, you mont. Mass.; Miss Cora Hawes ot ton and Mrs. Carter.
"WE RE IN THE MONEY”
Dorchester.
Mass.;
Mrs.
Elmer
Jame

A social hour was enjoyed and the
secure the utmost ln value for every
son of Warren: Mrs. Chester Robin hospitality of the Association was ex
cent expended.—adv.
son of Manchester. Conn.; and Mrs. tended to the visitors who were pres
ent from other States. The follow
Cheap flour carries suspicion with Henry McCraw. Roxbury, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Webber are at home ing guests were registered, Mrs. Rob
il. Hardesty’s Peerless Is not the
Telephone 409
at 365 Pakachgag street Auburh. ert Brown cf Denver Colorado Mis. Matinee, 2 00; Evening 6.30, 8.30
cheapest, but the best—adv.
W F. Barrows of Toronto, Mrs. John
Mass.
119-Th-122

FULLER-COBB,

Inc.

WASTELAND

daughter. Ethel
Lee
Wardwell.
present musical diitcior at Castine
Normal.
• • • •
The leader of the devotional period
for the weekly Christian Association
meeting centering around “School
Spirit" was 'Miss Dorothy Dimick of
Rockland.
• • • •
Orett Robinson and faintly motored to Bar Harbor on Sunday to
enjoy the scenic drive. Recently Mi
Robinson spoke to the children in

the third and fourth grade, showlng pictures or hts recent trip to the
West.
Mrs Margaret Ames of Brockton,
Mass., is the guest ot Principal and
Mrs. W. D Hall for a few weeks.
___________ -

Bargain for October —your car
washed, day or night, for 79c at Flreproof Garage. Power washer used
120-123

GLENDENNING’S MARKET
993

TeZep/ione

We Deliver

29

Fresh
Killed
Native—

FOWL

BONELESS

SIRLOIN ROAST.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb 27c
KIDNEY

LAMB CHOPS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. lb 33c
LEAN FRESH GROUND

HAMBURG.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

.. .. .. .. .. lb 17c

BONELESS—TENDER

SIRLOIN STEAK.. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. lb 29c
BONELESS

Pot Roast,

Native Cabbage,

lb 20c

Sweet Potatoes, 10 lb 23c

Native Celery, bunch 13c

TOP ROUND

Steak,

lb 02c

1 b27c

Cauliflower, 2 heads 13c

Bananas,

MEATY

4 lbs 21c

SMALL LEAN

Tokay Grapes, 2 lbs 15c
Turnips,
Ib 03c
Concord Grapes, bsk 21c
Ripe Tomatoes,
lb 03c
Mclr.torh Apples 4 lb 19c
Oranges,
doz 19c
Squash,
Ib 03c
Cranberries,
qt 10c

Roasting Pork lb 28c

NATIVE

CENTER CUT

Potatoes,

peck 17c

Grapefruit,

5 for 25c

Chuck Roast, lb 15c
NATIVE

Chicken ,

lb 33c

LEAN

Corned Beef, 1 b 17c

Pork Chop,

lb 33c
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With Extension agents

AT THE STRAND FRIDAY-SATURDAY

AND THE

KNOX-LINCOLN
FARM BUREAU
Agrtculturr
Otta Karl of Union has installed
running water in his hen house and
finds it Is a great saving to him in
labor
He has housed several
hundred fine pullets this year.
• • • •
Herbert Hawes of Union has done
a great deal of work on his pasture.
He has plowed it. seeded it down,
and is now using a mixed fertilizer
He reports good results with cynamld
on his fields, with a big increase in
yield.
....
The membership campaign of the
Farm Bureau Is progressing rapidly
Reports from the communities indi
cate a large number of old members
renewing and several new ones. Al
ready there are 155 cards in the of
fice Next week the solicitors from
all the towns will meet to report pro
gress in their communities.
Knox County solicitors' meeting
will be at East Union Orange hall.
Monday, in the evening, and Lincoln
County solicitors' at Edgecomb
Orange Hall. Tuesday evening, Oct.

held ln Camden Opera House. Oct.
34. A. L. Deering. Dean of the
College of Agriculture will be the
speaker. Dean Deering was in the
county In 1931 for the annual meet
ing which was held in Union.
• • • •

Pushaw;Priendship,
Mrs.
Bertha
Jameson: Hope. Mrs Bessie M Hardy:
Rockland. Mrs Frances Farrand;
Rockport. Mrs Nina Carroll; Simon
ton. Mrs. John W Buzzell; South*1 * * * 5
Thomaston. Mrs. Carolyn Davis;
Union. Mrs. Frank Calderwood; visit- (
Clifton Meservey of Union has ing Mrs. Alice True's kitchen and liv
recently moved to a farm at Pleas ing room at Hope (Mrs. True plans to
antville in Warren. He has a fine serve tea).
flock of barred rocks and Is getting
fine production from them.
• • • •

K. C. A. FOR R. R. E.

With The Homes
Three Achievement Days for next
Weekly bulletin of the Knox
week are being planned by Miss Law
County Association for Rural Re
rence.
The following is the program for ligious Education:
Appreciation is extended to Mrs.
Nobleboro. Tuesday, Oct. 15. at the
Orange hall.
,
B H. Nichols of Hope. Mrs Ethel
The Achievement Day program at Koster of Rockland and Rev. Hubert
Sir Ouy Standing seems to be taking Rosalind Keith, the belle of the
Nobleboro Orange hall. Oct 15. at 1 30 Leach of Thomaston, for providing
will have these features: Stcry ot transportation for the group of boys Navy Prcm. away from her younger escort*. It looks a* if Miss Keith prefers I
Biscay Community Kitchen. Mrs Nor and girls to attend and take part in him too. One of the scenes from the Paramount romantic comedy drama.
ris Walts; "Remodeling Our Kitchen." the regional Sunday School con- "Annapolis Farewell," exciting story of life at the United States Naval J
Mrs. Christine Hunter; playlet. ' ference at Wiscasset Oct 2. Also to Academy—adv.
"Planned vs. Jumbled." Damariscotta Miss Jessie Stewart ot Thomaston
one fundamental essential to human
Community; roll call of Home Man , for financial aid. to meet expenses.
-THE LAW OF LOVE”
existence, namely, happiness, an
15.
agement leaders, giving report of The group were from Hope, East
• • • •
Science Speaker understanding of heaven? Review
community accomplishments—Bristol. Union. Clark lsland and Rockland, Christian
ing the situation for a moment. w» not physical, not tangible to the his own child. He may not have be arrested, fined and punished.
Oeorge Lord assistant director of Mrs. Eva Russell; South Bristol. Mrs. and comprised: Hope. Mrs. Mabel
Tells How It Is Revealed see that practically all the research
the Extension work, will be in the ' Evelyn Cunningham; Burkettvllle. Wright, Mrs Marjorie Beverage,
senses. It Is wholly spiritual and analyzed this Impulse, but whether, Could we very logically blame our
and the study of centuries has cen- , mental, and though not discernible he realizes it or not. he is expressing j trouble on the law or on the Judge
and Demonstrated
district Oct. 15 and 16 to discuss Mrs. Verda Carter; Damariscotta. Pauline True. Clara Brownell, Doro
tered wholly ln matter and tn to human eyes, we know that It what we ln Christian Science under-' who fined us? Does the law Itself
future Extension plans.
Mrs. Christine Hunter; Nobleboro. thy Beverage and Estelle Beverage;
"Chnstan Science. Tlie Law of material thinking. In view of this
• • • •
exists. The so-called law of gravita stand to be the law of Love, the ' know anything about the infraction
Mrs Edward Ball; Orff's Corner. Mrs East Union. Mrs. Nichols. Alfred
There will be two meetings of in
Love Revealed and Demonstrated and certainly in view of the results,— j tion remains unseen, but we see its divine Principle of all existence. We or violation? Not at all. Both the
Lida Creamer Knox-Lincoln Pro Young: Clark Island; Mrs. Elizabeth
terest to poultrymen next week, held
gram for 1536. Miss Edna M Cobb ' Caven. Doris Malmstrcm. Shirley 1 was the subject of a lecture on that the race still has far to go , effect. The rules and laws of mathe recognize, therefore, that Love exists judge and the law are quite impar
by the Maine Poultry Improvement
home management specialist: visiting Johnson. Cartheryn Caven. Minerva Christian Science delivered at the morally, that disease has by no matics are this moment operating in as thought, as Mind, and that the ' tial. Then where does our difficulty
Association. One will be in Lincoln
Johnson, Marion Larson. Kenneth local church by Richard J. Davis. means been eradicated, and that ' perfect harmony everywhere—In the law of Love is consciously brought come from? Solely from our ignor
Mrs. Alfred Chaput's living room
County.'Oct 16 at Damariscotta, the
The Achievement Day Program at Malmstrom. Edwin Baum. Doris IC. S . of Chicago. The lecturer was poverty and financial distress are ; United States, ln Siberia, ln Java, In Into action by right thinking To-day ■ ance or our willful disobedience or
other in the City Building. Rockland,
still much ln evidence.—one may the ends of the earth How much we see some faint manifestation of lack of conformity to the law. Is tt
Edgecomb Orange hall. Oct. 17. at Caven; Rockland. Misses Ada and
for Knox County Oct. 17. They will
presented by Frank D. Rowe of naturally Inquire. If all these cen more truly, then, may we say that Love in man and rejoice; yet think I
not clear, then, that in the same way
. 1 30. will have this program: "How Alena Young, and Miss McKnight
be evening meetings, and H. L.
turies of study in the realm of mat- j the law of Love is active and opera what a world of peace and harmony I what seems to us punishment, suf
Warren who said:
We Remodeled Our Kitchen." Mrs . director.
Richardson, poultry specialist, will be
The occasion provided some of the
"In behalf of this church it ts a ter have failed to bring humanity- tive. here and everywhere, right now. there might be. if all about us we fering. and pain, come not through
Oeorge Hausen. Whitefield: pageant.
the speaker
children
with
their
first
touch
with
"Queen
Home
Maker,
”
Montsweag
privilege
to welcome you to this lec health. happiness, and heaven, why Man is not called upon to enforce saw only the evidence of divine the law of Love, but because our lives
• • • •
not make a right about face and the law of Love, for it is Its own en Love's impulsion!
a
Sunday
school
convention,
and
and our thinking are out of harmony
ture. We. who understand some
Plans are progressing rapidly for Community; songs; roll call of Home
• • • •
keen interest was taken in the con thing of this religion, like to gain a direct all our thought, effort, and forcement; but he does become con
with the law. The adjustment which
Management
leaders,
giving
report
of
the annual meeting of the Knoxinvestigation toward the realm of < scious of its existence and experi
There are. no doubt, here to-night needs to take place Is not ln the law.
Llncoln Farm Bureau which will be community accomplishments—Booth- ference conducted by Mrs. A. B better understanding of it and like
bay. Mrs Helen Larrabee: Elgecomb. Whittredge. an efficient children's to have others know about this greai', Spirit, toward the understanding ot ence the revelation, ln his own con people who have experienced much but in our own attitude toward the
trouble, unhappiness, loss, and pain law. The law of Love, therefore,
sciousness. of Its action
Mrs. Williairf Brcwn; Montsweag. worker. Mrs. Whittredge arranged Truth, which helps us daily to live spiritual law?
in their lives, and possibly some one even though It seems to chastise. Is
her
program
to
fit
various
groups
of
Can
you
conceive
of
this
world
Mrs. Madeline Colby; Sheepscct. Mrs.
better and to live happier.
Divine Principle As God
without love, a loveless universe, an of them may say; "How can I love trying loving. If out of the experience
Selena Vemey; Whitefield. Mrs. Flor children according to age. and it was
“The subject of this lecture b
Mary Baker Eddy, the Discoverer earth with love left out? Even the God. a God who sends sorrow and comes a happier and better life. All
ence Hapgood. Knox-Lincoln pro interesting to hear the reaction ex 'Christian Science: The Law of
and Founder of Christian Science, most barbarous savage will reveal in suffering? How can Ood be Love, that is needed is that we shall cease
gram for 1936 Miss Edna M Cobb; pressed by boys and girls, several Love Revealed and Demonstrated.
did turn from matter, and with that some action that love, the impulse to when I have had so much unhappi struggling against the law of Love
4-H Club Harmonica Club. Boothbay. saying they were going to remember Surely never ln the history of the
compassionate impulse expressed in be kind. Is basic ln consciousness and ness? Ood does not appear very lov and come Into unity with Its tender ,
The Achievement Day at Hope many things to bring back and sug world was there such need of love
1
the verse which I have just quoted ; there is no one who will not at length able to me ." May it not be possible : action. Then shall we see Ood's
gest
having
ln
their
Sunday
schools.
Thia Old Treatment Often
Orange hall is for Knox County. Frias there is today, not only among
• • • •
Brings Happy Relief Of Pain
from Isaiah, earnestly sought the respond to its gentle and compelling that we are unconsciously holding great purpose fulfilled in our lives.
! day. Oct. 18. at 1.30 o'clock. Follow
nations, but ln our states. In our
Many sufferers relieve nagging
The school at South Hope has
remedy for human ills in the realm influence. The atheist will tell you Ood responsible for a difficulty The human sense struggles to work
ing
is
the
program:
"Remodeling
communities
and
in
our
homes.
Sup

Vackache quickly, once they discover
that the real cause of their trouble My Kitchen." Mrs Mary Nash. Cam been added to weekly schedule. Miss pose that each of us here tonight of Spirit. Her search resulted tn the that there is no Ood. but he will not which lies with ourselves? Suppose out its own destiny, even while divine
may be tired kidneys.
Crockett of Camden, teacher.
discovery of what she termed Chrts- deny that something Impels him to one of us were to break a traffic or Love waits to fulfill every aspira
should from now on. whatever the
The kidneys are one of Nature's den; playlet. “Planned vs. Jumbled."
• • • a
ilan Science;—the Science of Truth, be kind to his neighbor and to love speed law with our car. and weri to tion soaring toward good.
chief ways of taking the acids and Rockland Community; songs: Story of
The baked bean supper given at circumstances, refuse to be unloving, —the demonstrable understanding
waste out of the blood. If they don’t My Kitchen. Mrs. Sarah Sleeper. Cam
pass 3 pints a day and so get rid of
Clark Island last week to add to the refuse to be unkind ln our every’ tone J of God and His Christ. She pro
more than 3 pounds of waste matter, den; roll call of home management
and manner; ar.d should even re
claimed that the divine Principle of
your 15 miles of kidney tubes may leaders, giving report of community repair fund was well attended, with
need flushing.
groups coming from Rockland. Ash fuse to think of any one as being un the universe is Love; that God. the
If you have trouble with frequent accomplishments — Appleton, Mrs
loving toward us. How different
cause and creator of all being is
bladder passages with scanty amount Hazle Perry; Camden. Mrs. Lettie Point. South Thomaston and other
would be our lives and how different ' Ixyve universal, all-inclusive, and
which often smart and burn, the 15
nearby towns; $9 41 was netted.
miles of kidney tubes may need flush Bagley; East Union. Mrs. Lucretia
• • • e
would be the lives of those with 5 omnipotent. It is of this law. the
ing out This danger signal may be
This Association is endeavoring to whom we are associated.
•be beginning of nagging backache,
' law of Love, the understanding of
leg pains, loss of pep and energy, get
j give opportunity and guidance to
"Authorized lectures on Christian
Dont be
which she grasped and then made
ting up nights, swelling, puffiness un
j some of the rural youth of the county Science are given in every country In
der the eyes and dizziness.
Tormented
practically applicable in human afi so that their decision will not be the world by members of the Board
Don't wait for serious trouble. Ask
your druggist for DOAN'S PILLS—
by
*y rtllDr
unbelievaUe j wholly without knowledge of the pro of Lecturership of the Mother ■ fairs, that I shall speak to-night.
which have been used successfully
There are those who. at this point,
alV
foHouss the
for over 40 years by millions of
bable results of their choice. Not Church. The First Church of Christ,
may
reasonably be questioning: How
people. They give happy relief and
only to oneself but to the Nation Scientist, in Boston. Massachusetts. ' do we know that God is Love? What
will help flush out the 15 miles of
Our speaker tonight is a member of
J and to the world.
kidney tubes. Get DOAN'S PILLS.
do we mean by love and can we con
this board and can speak with
ceive of a principle as love? When
authority. It is a pleasure to intro
John declared that God Is Love he
duce to you Mr. Richard J. Davis of
was certainly not expressing a mere
Chicago.'"
\
metaphysical abstraction, nor was he
• • • •
endeavoring to formulate a concept
Mr. Davis said in part:
In the book of Isaiah the prophet of Deity based on sentiment or
has written, "The Spirit of the Lord emotion. He was stating a spiritual
God is upon me; because the Lord fact. Eeven from a human standhath appointed me to preach good 1 point, as we view the universe, the
tidings unto the meek; he hath sent wonders of earth and sky. we are
me to bind up the brokenhearted, to obliged to concede a certain evidence
proclaim liberty to the captives, and I of law and order, and it is encourag
NEW EDITION — Nothing elae like itl A
the opening of the prison to them ing that in the last few- months two
complato Hallo Allaa oi the World, with
that are bound; ... to appoint unto eminent physical scientists. Sir
big S-color mapa ahoaring ahort-waoo atationa, photoa and atorioa of foreign broad,
them that mourn in Zion, to give James Jeans of Cambridge Univer
oaate, up-to-dala ahort-wava atation Hatunto them beauty for ashes, the oil sity. England, and Professor Arthur
Inga, ote. Clip eoupon and cat kCi-J
FREE oopy. Adulla ony.
of Joy for mourning, the garment of Compton of the University of
praise for the spirit of heaviness; Chicago, have declared that their
that they might be called trees of investigations are leading Inevitably
righteousness, the planting of the to the conclusion that the universe
Lord, that he might be glorified.'' is the result and expression of order
This beautiful and comforting state ly thought. Pope said many years
ment declares the promise and office ago that "Order is heaven's first
of ^Christian Science. It expresses law," and there is plenty of evidence,
the love which prompts these lec if we look for it to-day, that a divine
HEAR PROGRAMS
tures. It explains why I am here, Principle or law governs the entire
FROM ABROAD WITH THIS NEW 1936
and it voices the joy we take In universe in uninterrupted harmony.
speaking of our religion to those wha The presence of an evil force in
do not know it nr who have not yet creation, or the premise that Princi
experienced its blessings.
* • ple. or Qod, Is both good and evil
We are living in an era of scientific would inevitably ultimate ln the selfthinking, an age when the emphasis destruction of the universe. If that
Get in step with the march of modern radio re
is being laid on science—material Principle is anything less than in
ception!
Let this handsome 630X Philco bring
science of all kinds. We recognize telligent Love are we not doomed to
you
exciting
programs from overseas — plus
that discoveries in the realm of the chaos and oblivion?
greater
enjoyment
of American broadcasts. Thrill
•
•
a
•
physical sciences are important. Pro
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gressive inventions are all helpful
and encouraging, but, viewed from
the standpoint of comparative values,
have all the discoveries of the ages
In the realm of matter brought to
light any Information, fact, or law
that wijl .bring comfort and real
healing to the sick and suffering;
that will make the crooked straight
and the rough places plain; that will
heal sick hearts? What discovery or
scientific law can lift the sinner out
of bondage to false appetites and
destructive habits? Have all or any
of the philosophers, thinkers, and
scholars of centuries, sincere though
their efforts may have been con
tributed to the race a scientific law

that will make sure and certain the

The Anglo-Saxon term for God is
good, and if the sublime cause or law
of creation be good, then must it
not be exact, right, perfect, orderly,
all-harmonious, capable of produc
ing only a beneficent result? Right
ness, or righteousness, expresses the
very nature of divinity. The at
tributes of an altogether righteous
Principle or law must inevitably be
mercy, justice, wisdom, and exact
ness, Love in Christian Science is
neither sweet nor bitter, neither
hard nor soft, but is exact, Just, and
fair. These qualities are as truly
loving as gentleness, tenderness, and
other charactistlcs usually associated
with Love.
*
The law of Love
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